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NORMAL STRUCTURE OF THE ONE-POINT STABILIZER

OF A DOUBLY-TRANSITIVE PERMUTATION GROUP. I

BY

MICHAEL e. o'NANC1)

ABSTRACT. Let G be a doubly-transitive permutation group on a

finite set X and x a point of X. Let AT* be a normal subgroup of Gx, the

subgroup fixing x, such that      is a T.I. set and not semiregular on X — x.

Then, PSL(n, q) C G C PTL(n, q). Geometrical consequences of this result

are also obtained.

Introduction. In this paper we obtain some general structure theorems

about the one-point stabilizer of a doubly-transitive permutation group. If G

is doubly-transitive on X and x E X, we frequently denote a normal subgroup

of Gx by Nx. Then, for other y, we define Ny so that fNyf~l = Nf(y'. In

other words, Ny is the unique conjugate of Nx lying in Gy. Also, Nx is the

subgroup of A* fixing y, with y 6 X - x.

In general we have 1 QNX nF QNX, where all inclusions may be

proper. In the known examples, however, it seems that if Nx is intransitive on

X - x, then either Nx C\Ny = 1 for* ¥=y or Nx =NX dNy for x *y. The

former is equivalent to the statement that A7* is a T.I. set in G, the latter to

the statement that Nx is a strongly closed subgroup of Gx in G.

In this paper we study the case in which Nx is a TJ. set. Now if Nx is

semiregular on X - x, then Nx is clearly a TJ. set. However, this case seems

to be better treated by other means than those we employ herein. Accordingly,

in addition, we assume Nx    l,i.e.Nx is not semiregular on X - x. We then

prove

Theorem A. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a finite set X and

Nx a normal subgroup of Gx. Assume that Nx is a TJ. set in G and Nx is not

semiregular on X - x. Then PSL(n, q)QGQ PTL(n, q),n>3.

The following is an immediate consequence of Theorem A. Block designs

are defined in § 1. Usually they are called balanced incomplete block designs

with X= 1.
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Theorem B. Let B be a proper block design on a finite set X and sup-

pose Aut(8) is doubly-transitive. Assume there is an element f   1, / 6 Aut(B),

such that

(0 / fixes x EX and all blocks which contain x, and

(ii) / fixes a point y EX, y ^x.

Then 8 is a projective geometry over a finite field.

In the course of proving Theorem A, we obtain

Theorem C. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on X and Nx a normal

subgroup of Gx. Assume \NX\ is even and ify EX - x, \NX\ is odd. Then,

if j is an involution in Nx,

(i) Nx = CNXWX, and

(ii) ifNx is nilpotent, 02(NX)±\.

In the latter case, the structure of G follows from a theorem of Shult [20].

We also note that Hering [19] has obtained a similar result.

The bulk of the work in this paper is connected with proving Theorem A.

We note that in PGL(n, q), n > 3, if we take Ax to be the subgroup consisting

of the identity together with transvections with center x, Ax satisfies the con-

ditions of Theorem A. Moreover, in PGL(n, q)x, there is a normal subgroup

Nx of order £/"-1(<7 - 1)> containing Ax and satisfying the conditions of The-

orem A. Also, in the groups PSL(3, 2) and PSL(3, 3), there are subgroups not

of the above type which satisfy the conditions of Theorem A. Our main ob-

jective is to recover the structure of the subgroups and obtain the hypotheses

of Theorem A of [11].

§1 consists mostly of general results. In §2, we obtain a proof of The-

orem C. The proof is inductive, relying heavily on the technique of building

smaller block designs in which the hypotheses of the theorem hold.

In §3 we begin the proof of Theorem A. The main fact upon which

most of the subsequent analysis rests is Lemma 3.3, which asserts that N?

normalizes//* and for all f EN*, f* 1, CNX(f)=Nx. In the first half of

this section, we draw some geometric consequences of this lemma.

In the second half of §3, we eliminate the possibility that Nx is a

Frobenius group having Frobenius complement Nx. The proof of this is largely

geometrical. At the end of §3 (Lemma 3.19), we state our major tool for

identifying PSL(n, q).

In §4 we begin the structural analysis of Nx. This is done by considering

triples of groups (H, K, L), where L is a proper subgroup of K and H is a sub-

group of Aut(AT) having the property that if ip E H, y & 1, CK(<p) = L. We call

this triple an (H, K, L) configuration. By Lemma 3.3, with H = Nyx,K=Nx,
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and L=Nx,v/e have an (A^, Nx, Nx) configuration. By the fact that G is

doubly-transitive, Nx =Ny, and so H = L. We make use of this side condition.

The main result of §4 (Proposition 4.9) asserts that in an (H, K, L) con-

figuration with H = L we have either

(1) H is a Frobenius complement, or

(2) H is an abelian group, or

(3) both H and K are Frobenius groups and L intersects the center of

the Frobenius kernel of K in a nontrivial manner.

This result dictates the lines of most of our subsequent analysis. In case

(3), if H =     and K - Nx, it follows that Gx has an abelian normal subgroup

which is not semiregular on X - x, and by Theorem A of [11], our Theorem A

follows. Thus we restrict our attention to cases (1) and (2).

In case (1), we obtain (Proposition 4.15), in an (H, K, L) configuration

with H = L and H a nonabelian Frobenius complement, that L is a Hall sub-

group of K and has a normal complement in K. Again, using Lemma 3.19, this

result is sufficient to obtain the conclusion of Theorem A.

When H = N* is abelian of odd order, or has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroup, as

we see in §5, the conclusion of Theorem A can be obtained directly. Accord-

ingly, in the remainder of §4, we assume that the Sylow 2-subgroup of H is

noncyclic and that H is abelian. We impose the additional side condition that

[H, NK(L)] C L (which we know to be valid when H = Ny, K - Nx, and L =

Nx, by Lemma 3.5) and analyze the structure of AT. It turns out (Proposition

4.26) that either L < K or K SL(2, 2a) and H and L are elementary abelian

of order 2a.

Using this specific structural information, in §5 we complete the proof

of Theorem A.

1. Generalities. In this section we consider some general definitions and

properties of permutation groups and block designs. The notations and lemmas

are mostly those of [11]. We review these briefly. Proofs are found in [11].

In the following all groups and sets are finite.

If G is a permutation group on a set X and HQG.by FH we mean the

subset of X whose points are fixed by all elements of H. If B Q X, GB is the

subgroup of G which fixes all points of B and GB, the subgroup of G which

fixes the set B. If K C G*, K\B is the permutation group obtained by restricting

K to B. G is semiregular on X if only 1 G G fixes points of X.

A block design B on a set X is a family of subsets 8 of X with the prop-

erties:

(i) UBVB2EB, 15xl = |52|.
(ii) Every two element subset of X belongs to a unique member of ß.

(This would usually be called a block design with A = 1.) If a, b E X, B(a, b)
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is the unique block of B which contains a and b. Ba is the family of blocks

containing a. A block design is proper if 2 < |5| < \X\ for B 6ß. Automor-

phisms of block designs are defined in the usual way.

Lemma 1.1. Let B be a proper block design on X. Suppose \X\ = 1 + n

and \B\ = 1 + s if B G B. Then:

(i) There are (1 + n)n/(l + s)s blocks in B.

(ii) Every point of B lies in n/s blocks.

(iii) n> s + s2.

If B is a block design on X and Y C X, we say that Y is a subspace over

B if whenever B G B and 15 O Y\ > 2, then BQY.

Lemma 1.2. // Yl and Y2 are subspaces over B, so is YlC\Y2.

If * is a set, 5(A0 = {(x, x)| x G AT} C A' x X.

If G is a doubly-transitive group on a set X, a predesign function for G

is a function A which assigns to each (x, y) E X x X - 8(X), a subset A(x, y)

of    having the properties:

(0 {x, y}Q A(x,y).

(ii) If z G A(x, >>) - x, A(x, y) = A(x, z).

(iii) g(A(x, y)) = A(g(x), g(y)), iigEG.

Then we have [11, §1]

Lemma 13.  There is a one-one correspondence of predesign functions

for G and systems of imprimitivity of Gx on X - x.

Lemma 1.4. Let G be a doubly-transitive group on a set X and Abe a

predesign function for G. Then one of the following holds:

(i) // A(x, y) = A(y, x) for some (x, y) G X x X - 6 (AO, then A(x, y) =

AO, x), for all (x, y) G X x X - 8(X), and the family of sets {A(x, y)} forms

a block design on X preserved by G.

(ii) // A(x, y) + A(y, x), then whenever A(a, b) = A(c, d), we have

a = c and d G A(a, b) - a.

Lemma If. Suppose A is a predesign function for a doubly-transitive

group G on a set X, in which A(x, y) + A(y, x). Suppose \X\ = 1 + n and

\A(x, y)\ = 1 + s. Then:

(i) There are (1 + «)n/s distinct sets A(x, y).

(ii) Every pair of points of X is contained in exactly I + s sets A(x, y).

If G is a doubly-transitive group on a set X and Nx is a normal subgroup

of Gx, we define A01 for other yEXso that fNvT1 = A^00, for /EG. There

are two predesign functions associated with Nx which will be of particular im-

portance in what follows.
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Lemma 1.6.  The functions

AN(x,y) = xL){f(y)\fGNx} and Tfay^F^

are predesign functions for G on X [11, §2].

Lemma 1.7. rN(x, y) = VN(y, x) and the family of sets {TN(x, y)} forms

a block design on X preserved by G [11, Corollary Bl].

More generally, suppose K is a strongly closed subgroup of Gxy in Gx.

Then K < Gxy and we may define K(u, v) for other (u, u) E X x X - 6 (AO,

so that gK(u, v)g~1 = K(g(u), g(v)). Then we have

Lemma 1.8. The function TK(x, y) = FK^X y^ is a predesign function for

G on X and the family of sets {rK(x, y)} forms a block design on X preserved

by G [11, Theorem B].

Lemma 1.9. If a Sylow p-subgroup ofK(y, x) fixes z EX, then some

Sylow p-subgroup of K(x, y) fixes z [11, Lemma 2.6].

Lemmas 1.7 and 1.8 resemble a result of Witt [18].

Lemma 1.10. // W is a weakly closed subgroup of Gxy in G, then the

family of sets {FcWc_l \ c E G} forms a block design on X, preserved by G.

Actually, Lemma 1.8 can be used to construct such a weakly closed sub-

group.

Lemma 1.11. Suppose, as in Lemma 1.8, that K(x, y) is a strongly closed

subgroup of Gxy in Gx. Set B = TK(x, y). Then:

(i) W(x, y) = n(„ u)eBXB_6(B)A:(M, u) is a weakly closed subgroup of

Gxy in G.

(ii) If(u,v)EBxB- 8(B), K(u, v) < W(x, y).

("0 FW(x,y)=B-

Proof. We show that W(x, y) is the weak closure of K(x, y) in Gxy.

Now a conjugate K(u, v) of K(x, y) is contained in Gxy if and only if {x, y}

C FK(U)V) = rK(u, v). But by Lemma 1.8, {x, y} C. rK(u, v) if and only if

rK(x> y) = r*:("' ü) = B- Th"8' K(u> y) £ Gxy if and onlv tf(u,v)EB x B -

8(B).

Thus, W(x, y) = <K(u, v)\(u,v)EB x B- 8(B)) is the weak closure of

K(x, y) in Gxy, and Fw(x y) = TK(x, y) = B.

Now if (s, t) E B x B - 8(B), K(s, t) < Gst and W(x, y)CGBQ Gst,

and so K(s, t) < W(x, y). Thus, W(x, y) = n(u ü)&BXß_8(B)£(w, v).

Remark. With B - rK(x, y) as in Lemma 1.11, if (u, v) E B x B -

8(B) and (u, v')EB x B - 8(B), then K(u, v) = K(u, v). Thus, the product
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for W(x, y) need be taken only over \B\ groups K(u, v), one for each uEB.

Of use will be

Lemma 1.12. NJNxNy) = NAlX(Nx) [11, Corollary B2].

More generally, we have

Lemma 1.13. Suppose K(x, y) C Nx and K(x, y) is a strongly closed sub-

group of Gxy in Gx. Suppose also that

(i) K(x, y)K(y, x) is a weakly closed subgroup of NxK(y, x) in NxK(y, x),

and

(ii) K(y, x) n TV* QK(x,y).

Then NNX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) = NnX(K(x, y)).

Proof. Of course, K(x, y) < Gxy, K(y, x) < Gxy, and Nx < Gxy. Also

since K(y, x) fixes x, K(y, x) normalizes Nx. Thus, K(x, y)K(y, x), NxK(y, x),

and NxK(y, x) are all groups. Also, since K(y, x) c G    K(y, x) fixes the set

&N(x. y) - x.

Now the groups Nx and NxK(y, x) are both transitive on the set

&N(x, y)- x = Y. We compare their action on Y. In the first group the sta-

bilizer of the point y E Y is Ny and in the second the stabilizer,of y is N^K(y, x).

Now, since K(x, y) is a strongly closed subgroup of Gxy in Gx, K(x, y) is a

weakly closed subgroup of Nx in Nx. By Witt's theorem [18], NnX(K(x, y))

is transitive on FK,X y^ O Y = rK(x, y) n Y. By hypothesis, K(x, y)K(y, x) is

a weakly closed subgroup of NxK(y, x) in NxK(y, x). Again by Witt's theorem,

NN*K(y.JKto> y)K(y' X)) iS tranSitiVe °n FKi*.y) 0 FK(y.*) ° Y = VK<X' ^

n TK{y, x) n Y. Clearly,

NNxK(y,x^K(-Xt       x)) = K(y' y)K(y'jc))-

Thus, NnX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) is transitive on rK(x, y) n T^O, x) n Y". Also, by

Lemma 1.8 (since K(x, jO'is a strongly closed subgroup of Gxv in Gx), TK(x,y)

= rK(y, x). Therefore, NnX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) is transitive on rK(x, y) n Y.

Next, note that NnX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) normalizes Nx n (K(x, y)K(y, x)) =

K(x, v)(A/x H       *)) = K(x, y)   (using hypothesis (ii)). Therefore,

NNX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) c NnX(K(x, y)).

Since y) < GXJ) and x) < Gxy, Nx c NnX(K(x, y)K(y, x))

and Af* Q NnX(K(x, y)). Thus the stabilizer of y in NNX(K(y, *)£(>:, 7)) is

A7* and the stabilizer of y in NnX(K(x, y)) is Af*.

It follows that NNX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) QNnX(K(x, y)), both groups are

transitive on the set Y n rK(x, y), and in both groups, the stabilizer of y G Y

is Nx. Therefore, NnX(K(x, y)K(y, x)) = NnX(K(x, y)).

One case under which the hypotheses of Lemma 1.13 are readily verified

is
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Lemma 1.14. Suppose Nx is p-closed and take P(x, y) to be the normal

Sylow p-subgroup of N*  Then, NnX(P(x, y)Piy, x)) = N^iffy, y)).

An interpretation of Lemma 1.13 comes from

Lemma 1.15. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1.13, K(y, x) normalizes

NnX(K(x, y)) and acts trivially on N^KQc, y))/K(x, y).

Proof. K(y, x) normalizes K(x, y) and Nx, and so, NnX(K(x, y)). Thus,

[NNX(K(x, y)), K(y, x)] QNX. Also, by Lemma 1.13, [NnX(K(x, y)), K(y, x)]

C K(x, y)K(y, x). Thus, [NnX(K(x, y)), K(y, x)] c Nx fi (K(x, y)K(y, x)) =

K(x,y).

We say that a block design 8 preserved by G is W-admissible if Nx fixes all

blocks of 8;,..

Lemma 1.16. // G preserves a proper N-admissible block design 8, then

Nx nF = 1, ifx *y; i.e., Nx is a T.I. set [11, Lemma 2.8].

Lemma 1.17. Either

(i) CYA*) is semiregular on X - x, or

(ii) G preserves a proper N-admissible block design [11, Corollary B3].

2. Theorem C. In this section G is a doubly-transitive group on a set X

and Nx is a normal subgroup of Gx. We assume that \NX\ is even and \NX\ is

odd if y E X - x. Thus, Nx has involutions and each fixes only x.

We define A* for other y so that fWf*1 = Nf(y>, for fE G.

We begin by proving Theorem C(i), namely, if / is an involution of Nx,

then Nx = CNX(j)Nx, if y E X - x.

We take \X\ = 1 + n. Henceforth, / will be a fixed involution of Nx which

interchangesy and z of X - x. Then / normalizes Gyz, and since / fixes only x,

(Gyz, f) has a unique orbit A(y, z) of odd length. We let \A(y, z)| = s. Also, /

normalizes Nyz. We set t = \Nyz: CN^(f)\. Since \Nyz\ is odd, t is odd.

Lemma 2.1. //k is an invblution of iW.y ± x, then ]j-k\ is odd.

Proof. </, k) is a dihedral group having a unique orbit A of odd length,

since / fixes a single point. Since / fixes x E A and k fixes y E A, |A| > 3.

Let b generate the subgroup of ijk) which fixes all points of A. Set i = bj.

Then / E </, k) - (jk) and / is an involution. Since all involutions of </, k) - (jk)

are conjugate to either / or k, i is conjugate to some involution of Nx. Since

/1A = i I A, / fixes jc and so i ENX. Thus, b = ij ENX. Since b fixes y E A,

y¥=x,bENx and \b\ is odd. Since \jk\ = \A\ \b\, \jk\ is odd.

Lemma 2.2.   All involutions of Nx are conjugate in G, hence in Gx.
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Lemma 23. Ifk is an involution of Nx interchanging y and z, is odd.

Proof, jk E Nx and \NX\ is odd.

Lemma 2.4.  (i) If k is an involution of Nx' which interchanges y and z, j

and k are conjugate in (Gyz, j).

GO Gyz=0(Gyz)CGyz(j).
(iii) / has st conjugates in (Gyz, j), i.e., st conjugates of j interchange y

and z.

(iv) // f is an involution of Nx' which interchanges y' and z', there is an

fGG, such that f~ lj'f = /, f(x) = x, f(y) = y\ and f(z) = z'. In particular, Nxz

and Nxl,, are conjugates, CNX (j) and CNX' (j') are conjugates, and
y ' " yz " V Z

Kz-CNxz(j)\ = t.
(v) / Aas (1 + n)st conjugates in G, st conguates in Gx.

(vi) CG(j) is transitive on X - x.

(vii) / is central in some Sylow 2-subgroup of Nx.

Proof, (i) and (ii). If x ¥*x', by Lemma 2.1, jk is of odd order. If

x = x', by Lemma 2.3, jk is of odd order. Thus, / and k are conjugate in

iGyz, j) and / has a unique conjugate in any Sylow 2-subgroup of (Gyz, />. It

follows that / is isolated and from Glauberman's Z ""-theorem [8], Gyz =

0(Gyz)CGy2(j), and (i) and (ii) follow.

(iii) Let r be the number of conjugates of / in (Gyz, /> which fix x. Then

/ has sr conjugates in (Gyz, j). Any conjugate of / in (Gyz, j) which fixes x

belongs to (Nyz, j), the subgroup of Nx which fixes the set {y, z}. Since \Ny\

is odd, r - W*a: CNxz(f)\ - /.

(iv) Since G is doubly-transitive On X, there is a g E G such that g(y) =y',

giz) = z'. Then g~ 1j'g interchanges y and z. By (i), there is an ft E Gyz such

that A" y-1/'** =/. Then, (gh)(y)=y', (gh)(z) = z, and (gh)(x) = x. Setting

/ = gh, (v) follows.

(v) We count in two ways, the pairs (k, {a, b}), where k is an involution

of Nc interchanging a and b. If 7 is the number of conjugates of /, this number

is (yn)/2. Now X has (1 + n)n\2 two element subsets and by (iii) each two

element subset is fixed by st conjugates of /, this number is also ((1 + n)«/2)(sr).

Thus, 7 = (1 + n)st.

(vi) We consider G as a transitive permutation group on X*, the family

of two element subsets of X. Then G*y zy is the subgroup of G fixing {y, z} E

X*. If / and k, a conjugate of /, fix {y, z} , by (i), / and k are conjugate in

G*y zy By Witt's theorem, CG(j) is transitive on the two element subsets of X

fixed by /. As / is itself transitive on each such two element subset, CG(j) is

transitive on X - x.
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(vii) (1 + n)st is odd.

Lemma 25. Let p be an odd prime divisor of \Gyz\. Then j normalizes

some Sylow p-subgroup P of Gyz.

Thus any conjugate of P is normalized by some conjugate ofj.

Proof. Take Q a Sylow p-subgroup of CGyz(j). Then QO(Gyz) contains

a Sylow p-subgroup of Gyz and / normalizes QO(Gyz). Since \QO(Gyz)\ is odd,

/ normalizes a Sylow p-subgroup of QO(Gyz), and so also one of Gyz.

Lemma 2.6. Let p be an odd prime and P a Sylow p-subgroup of Gyz.

If\Fp\iseven, \Fp\ = 2.

Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we may assume / normalizes P. Set A = Fp. By

Witt's theorem, NG(P)\A is doubly-transitive.

We claim: /1A is an isolated involution of NG(P)\A.

Suppose not. Then, / has some conjugate k in NG(P) such that </, k)\A is

a four group. Then, since (/, k) is dihedral, there is some involution / E </, k),

such that i is conjugate to / and </, i> is a four group. Since // = //, / fixes x and

so iENx. Thus, </,/> CJV*.

Thus <j, i) C NG(P) and P is of odd order. It follows then that P =

Cp{j)Cp(i)Cp(ij). Since /', /, and ij fix only x, Cp(j), Cp(i), CpQf) Q Gx. Thus,

P C Gx. Thus, x E A. Since / fixes A, |A| is odd, contrary to hypothesis.

Therefore,/! A is an isolated involution of the doubly-transitive group

H = NG(P)\A. By Glauberman's Z "-theorem, H = 0(H)CH(j). Since H is doubly-

transitive on A and |A| is even, 0(H) = 1. Thus,/I A EZ(H). Thus, |A| = 2.

The same proof yields

Lemma 2.7. Let W be a weakly closed subgroup of odd order of Gyz in

G. If \FW\ is even, \FW\ = 2.

Lemma 2.8. Let p be a prime dividing s. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup

of Gyz, then \FP\ = 2, and n = 1 (mod p).

Proof. Since Gyz has an orbit of length s, p   1. By Lemma 2.6 it

suffices to show that \FP\ is even.

Suppose \FP\ is odd and take / normalizing P, as we may by Lemma 2.5,

Since Fp is odd and fixed by /, x E Fp. Thus, P fixes x E A(y, z).

But Gyz is transitive on A(y, z), and so all orbits of its Sylow p-subgroups

will be of length divisible by p [16, p. 6]. Thus, P can fix no point of AO, z),

and \FP\ is even.

Since \X\ = 1 + n, it follows that p\(n - 1).
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Lemma 2.9.  Let p be a prime dividing s. Then TV* contains a Sylow

p-subgroup of Nx.

Proof. Take R a Sylow p-subgroup of Nx. By Lemma 2.8, R fixes some

y EX - x and so R C TV*. Since all TV* are conjugate under Gx and Nx < Gx,

each TV* contains a Sylow p-subgroup of TV*.

Theorem C (i). Nx = NxCNX(j).

Proof. We show that TV* acts transitively by conjugation on C, the class

of conjugates of / under Nx. Let m = \C\. Let / be the number of TV* conjugates

of /. Then Km.

Since TV* < Gx and Gx acts transitively on the st involutions of TV*, m\st.

Let pa be the highest power dividing m of some prime divisor p of m.

If p\s, take P a Sylow p-subgroup of TV*. By Lemma 2.9, P is a Sylow

p-subgroup of TV*. Thus, all orbits of P on C are of length divisible by pa

[16, p. 6]. Therefore, pa \l.

Up / s, then p \t and t = |A/*,Z: C^*       Since / normalizesTV*,Z of odd order,

there is a Sylow p-subgroup R of TV*Z normalized by / and containing a Sylow

p-subgroup of CNX (/')• Then p<* = \R: CR(f)\.

We claim: aft orbits of R on C are of length divisible by pa.

If this is not the case, there is some k EC, such that \R.: CR(k)\ = p"

and ß < a. Set Q = CR(k) and z' = k(y). Then ß C TV*,Z. and Q C C^* £k).

But since CNX (j) and CNX (k) are conjugate by Lemma 2.4(iv), this is impos-
yz yi' a

sible, as their Sylow subgroups are of order \R\lpa and p7 > \R\lp0 > \R\lpa,

respectively.

It follows that pa\l, since R is contained in some Sylow p-subgroup of TV*.

Therefore, m\l and since I <m, l = m.

Corollary Cl. //TV* is semiregular and X - x, all involutions of'TV*

are contained in Z(TV*).

We shall show next that if TV* is nilpotent, 02(TV*) i= 1. In the remainder

of this section we assume then, in addition to our other hypotheses, that TV* is

nilpotent. We prove 02(NX) ^ 1 by induction on \X\. We begin with a pre-

liminary lemma.

Lemma 2.10. Let B be a block design on X and suppose if B E B, \B\ is

odd. Suppose j is an involution of Aut(B) fixing a single point x of X. Then

j fixes all blocks of B whcih contain x.

Proof. Let Bv B2, . . . , B, be the blocks of B which are fixed by /.

Since |5f.| is odd and / fixes only x, x E Bt, for all /'. Since B is a block design,

B, nBj = {x] , if i±j.
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Now if y £ X - x, / fixes the block B(y, /(y)), as / fixes the set {y, /(y)}.

Thus, y belongs to some Br It follows that X = ÖBr Thus, Bl, . . . , 5, ex-

hausts Bx and the lemma follows.

Lemma 2.11. 02(NX)   1 if and only if all involutions of Nx commute

with each other.

Proof. Clearly if all involutions of Nx commute, 02(NX)   1. So sup-

pose 02(NX)   1. Then Z(02(Nx)) char Nx and so Z(02(Nx) < Gx. Now

Z(02(Nx)) contains some involution and by Lemma 2.2, Gx acts transitively by

conjugation on the involutions of Nx. Thus all involutions of Nx belong to

Z(02(Nx)) and so commute.

Lemma 2.12. Let K(x, y) be a strongly closed subgroup of Gxy and sup-

pose \K(x, y)\ is odd. Then either

(i) K(x, y) fixes exactly two points, or

(ii) 02(NX)± I and [^(ZiO^N^lKix.y)] = 1.

Proof. With rK(x, y) = FK^X yy by Lemma 1.8, the family of sets

8 = WTK(x, y)} forms a block design on X preserved by G. Suppose K(x, y)

fixes more than two points, so ir^lx, y)\ > 2. Set B = TK(x, y).

By Lemma 1.11, W(x, y) = n(u u)eBXB_5(s)^(«, v) is a weakly closed

supgroup of Gxy in G, \W(x, y)\ is odd, as each \K(u, v)\ is odd, and *V(x,y) =

B. By Lemma 2.7, |5| is odd.

Let Tx be the subgroup of Nx which fixes all blocks of Bx. Then Tx<

Gx and by Lemma 2.10, Tx contains all involutions of Nx. If B' G 8^, then

G*,\B' is doubly-transitive and TX\B'< {G%,\B')X. Since Tx QNX, Tx is nil-

potent if y G X - x. By induction all involutions of TX\B' commute. Let kt

and k2 be two involutions of Nx. Then kv k2 E Tx and [kv k2] \B' = 1.

Since B' is any block of 8*, [kv k2] =1. Thus, by Lemma 2.11, 02(NX) * 1

and £2,(Z(02(A/3C))) fixes all blocks of 8X.

Since J21(Z(02(A/X))) fixes B, [n,(Z(02(A/x))), GB] C GB. Since

^(ZiO^N"))) < Gx and GB C Gx, [Cl^ZiO^))), GB] C J2,(Z(02(7VX))).

Since all involutions of Nx fix only x and |5| > 3, S2,(Z(02(/VX))) n G5 = 1.

Since      v)CCfi,      (Z(02(Ax))), /:(jc, >>)] = 1 •

Immediately from Lemma 2.12 we have

Lemma 2.13. Let P(x, y) be the Sylow p-subgroup of Ny. Then either

(i) P(x, y) fixes exactly two points, or

(ii) 02(NX) # 1 and [fi, (Z(02(A/x))), PQc, y)]=l.

In Lemmas 2.13 to 2.17 we assume 02{NX) = 1 and obtain a contradiction.

Already by Lemma 2.13 we know that each Sylow subgroup of Ny fixes exactly

two points.
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Lemma 2.14. Nx is a p-group.

Proof. Let P(x, y) be the Sylow p-subgroup of Nx. By hypothesis

P(x, y) < Nx. Since P(x, y) fixes exactly jc and y, NnX(P(x, y)) = Nx. Thus,

Nx is a nilpotent group which is the normalizer of each of its Sylow subgroups.

By a result of Wielandt [17], if |A/*| has two distinct prime factors, Nx has a

normal complement A'* in Nx. Then A'*char Nx and so Kx <GX. Also, Kx is

semiregular on X - x. By Corollary Cl, 02(KX) + 1, and so 02(NX) ¥= I, con-

trary to hypothesis.

Lemma 2.15. p\s.

Proof. Since Gxy fixes the set A(x, y)CX- {x, y}, Nx fixes this set.

Since Nx is a p-group and fixes exactly the points x and y, p| |A(x, y)\ and so

pis.

Lemma 2.16. 0(/V*)= 1.

Proof. Suppose not and take /I* a minimal characteristic subgroup of

0(NX). By the Feit-Thompson theorem, Ax is elementary abelian of order some

power of r, where r is an odd prime.

Since Ax < Gx, r\n. Since p|s, by Lemma 2.8, p|« - 1. Thus, p±r.

Since Nx = NxCNX(j) and Nx is a p-group, / has pr conjugates under Nx.

Since .4* < AT* and ri=p,Ax centralizes all conjugates of / under Nx. Thus,

Af* = C X[AX) is of even order. As Cellar AT*, Afxchar Nx and Mx < Gx.

We claim that Mx is semiregular on X - x.

If not, Mx ¥= 1, for y E X - x. Then, since Ax centraUzes Mx, &A (x, y)

C rM(x, y) C X. Thus, |rM(x, y)\ > 1 + r. Also, M* is a strongly closed sub-

group of Gxy in Gx. By Lemma 2.12, a contradiction results for 02(NX) = 1.

Since Af* < Gx, |Af*| is even, and Mx is semiregular, by Corollary Cl,

02(MX)±\. Again a contradiction results. Thus, 0(NX) = 1.

Lemma 2.17. 7afce Kx a minimal characteristic subgroup ofNx. Then

K? is a nonabelian simple group.

Proof. Since 0(NX) = 1 and 02(NX) = 1, Kx is the direct product of

isomorphic, nonabelian simple groups, and Kx is of even order. Since Gx acts

transitively by conjugation on the involutions of Af* it acts transitively on those

of Kx. Thus, Kx has only one direct factor.

We now obtain a final contradiction to 02(NX)    1. Clearly, Kx is a

p-group. By Theorem C(i), A'* = C x(j)Kx. Thus, / has pa conjugates under

A'*. By a theorem of Burnside [5, p. 322],/ is central in some homomorphic

image of Kx, in contradiction to the simplicity of A'*. It follows:
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Theorem C(ii). //Nx is nilpotent, 02(Nx)=tl.

3. Nx a T.I. set. In this section we assume G is a doubly-transitive group

on a set X, x EX, andNx is a normal subgroup of Gx. In addition, we assume

(i) Nx is a T.I. set, and

(ii) Nx is not semiregular on X - x.

As usual, iW is defined for othery E X, so that fNyf~1 = Nfiy\ By (i),

Nx n W = 1 if x i=y. In addition, if y E X - x, Nx * 1, by (ii).

In this section we derive most of the fundamental facts which are used in

the proof of Theorem A.

Lemma 3.1. If A CNX,A± \,NG(A) C Gx.

Proof. Take fENG{A). Then, A QNx n Nf{x). Thus, if f(x) *x,

If n Af/(x) # 1, a contradiction. Thus, f(x) = x and NG(A) C Gx.

Lemma 3.2. Nx < Gxy, A% < Gxy, and \Nx,Nyx\=\.

Proof. Nx = Nx n G^^ < Gx n Gy;c = G^^. Likewise, ̂  < Gxy.

Since Nx C\ Ny QNX C\ Ny = \, \NX Ny] = 1.

The following is the foundation on which most of the subsequent analysis

is based.

Lemma 33. Ny normalizes Nx. Iff E Ny, f ¥= 1, CNx(f) = ̂ x.

Proof. Since Ny C Gx, Ny normalizes Nx. By Lemma 3.2, [Ny, Nx] = 1.

Thus, Nx C CnX(J). On the other hand, as / # 1, by Lemma 3.1, CnX(J) Q
Nx C\Gy= Nx.

Lemma 3.4. Suppose that K(x, y) C Nx and K(x, y) is a strongly closed

subgroup of Gxy in Gx. Suppose also that K(x, y)K(y, x) is a weakly closed

subgroup ofNxK(y,x) in NxK(y,x). Then:

(i) NNX(K(x, y)) = NNX(K(x, y)K(y, x)).

(ii) K(y, x) normalizes NN x(K(x, y)) and acts trivially on

N x(K(x, y))/K(x, y).
n

Proof. This is immediate from Lemmas 1.13 and 1.15, since in this

case, K(y, x) n Nx C Ny n Nx = 1 C K(x, y).

In particular, it follows that

Lemma 35. NnX(Nx) = NNX(NxNy) and Ny acts trivially on

NNX(NX)/NX.

Lemma 3.6. Suppose Nx is an abelian group and P(x, y) the Sylow p-sub-

group ofNx and Pax, y) = Sl^x, y)). Then N^Pfr, y)) = NnX(Nx).
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Proof. Since P.(x, y)char Nx, NnX(Nx) QN x(PXx, y)). To prove the

opposite inclusion we first show, using Lemma 3.4, that NNX(Pi(x, y)PXy, x)) =

We first show that PXx, y) is a strongly closed subgroup of Gxy in Gx.

Suppose g e Gx. Then gPXx, y)g~1 c Nx, as PXx, y) QNX and Nx <3 Gx.

Thus, GXJ, n (gP.(x, y)f-x) c Gxy n Nx = Nx. But ̂ (jc, y)g~1 is a p-group

of exponent p', and so Gxy n (gPf(x, 7)5"') c P^x,      Thus, Pf(x, y) is a

strongly closed subgroup of Gxy in Gx,

Now [A7*,, A^] = 1, by Lemma 3.2, and so, as PXy, x) c A^,

PXx, y)Pt(y, x) is J2( of a Sylow p-subgroup of NxPXy, x) = Nx x PXy, x).

Thus, P,.(x, y^O, x) is a weakly closed subgroup of NxPXy, x) in NxPi(y, x).

By Lemma 3.4, N^fic. y)PAy, x)) = A^X(P^, >»))• Thus A^,^. ^))

normalizes C x(Pf(x, j^Cy, at)). By Lemma 3.3, C x(Pt{y, x)) = Nx. Since

AT* is abelian, C^iP^x, y)PXy, x))=Nxy. Thus NnX(PXx, y)) normalizes

and so NnX(PXx, y)) QNnX(Nx), and Lemma 3.6 follows.

In what follows we essentially reduce the structure of Nx to one of two

cases. In the first of these cases Nx has an abelian characteristic subgroup Ax

and Ax D Nx ^ 1. Thus, G„ has an abelian normal subgroup which is not

semiregular on X - x. By Theorem A of [11], it follows that PSL(n, q)CGQ

PTL{n, q), and we obtain our Theorem A. In the second case, replacing Nx by

a characteristic subgroup Kx, we may assume that Kx is cyclic of prime order,

Kx is a Sylow p-subgroup of Kx and has a normal complement in Kx. We shall

show next that this latter case leads to a contradiction.

Lemma 3.7.  G does not have a regular normal subgroup. Gx considered

as a permutation group on X - x does not have a regular normal subgroup.

Proof. Suppose G has a regular normal subgroup A. Then v4-AT* < (7,

as Nx <GX. Now (A -Nx)x = Nx, since A is regular. Thus, (A -Nx)xy = Nx.

Since A is transitive, A -Nx = ANy. Thus, C^), = Ny and (ANy)xy = Ny.

Thus, Nx = Ny. Since N* * 1 and Nx fi Ny = 1, this is impossible.

Suppose next that Gx has a regular normal subgroup. Since G does not

have a regular normal subgroup, it follows from results of Hering, Kantor, Seitz

[10] and Shult [13], that the minimal normal subgroup of G is P5'Z,(2, q),

Sz(q), PSU(3, q), or a group of Ree type. In all of these cases, the two point

stabilizer of G is some subgroup of the holomorph of a field having r elements

(r = q2, if PSU(3, q) < G, otherwise r = q). Moreover, the two point stabilizer

of G has a cyclic normal subgroup T, where |71 > (r - l)/3. Since NxNy < Gxy

and Nx n Ny = 1, it follows that Nx is cyclic, and as we wish to show Nx n

W # 1, we may assume Nx is cyclic of prime order.

If Nx n T = 1, since Nx, <1 GY„, Nx centralizes T. Since A^ induces a
y y      xy    y y
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field automorphism of T, (r - l)/3 < r1/2 - 1. Thus, r1/2 + 1 < 3, or r < 4.

Since G has no regular normal subgroup, it follows that PSL(2, 4)CCC

PTL(2, 4), or G = PYL{2, 8), the smallest Ree group. In these cases, clearly
Nx = Ny.

Thus Nx C T. Likewise, Ny C T. So Nx = Ny, contrary to Nx D Ny = 1.

In the remainder of this section we assume that Nx is cyclic of prime order

p, that Nx is a Sylow p-subgroup of Nx, and that Nx has a normal complement

Mx in Nx. We assume Nx C\     = 1 and derive a contradiction.

Clearly, M* < Gx and M* is semiregular on X - x.

Lemma 3.8. Nx is a Frobenius group with kernel Mx and complement Nx.

Proof. It suffices to show CmX(Nx) = 1. Set T = CmX(Nx). Since Mx

< Gx, Ny normalizes Mx. Since Ny normalizes Nx, Ny normalizes T. Thus,

[T, Ny] C T.
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.5, [A* NnX(Nx)] CNx. Thus, [Ny, T]

CNX. Since TC\NXCMX DNx = 1, [Aj, T] = 1. By Lemma 3.3, TQNx,

and so as TD Nx = 1, T= 1.

Now by Lemma 1.7 the fixed point sets {TN(x, y)} form a block design

8 on A' preserved by G. We suppose M = 1 + n, if B G B, |5| = 1 + /, and

= m. Thus, since Nx fixes exactly one point of each orbit of Mx, n = ml.

For the same reason it follows that Mx is sharply transitive on the blocks of

bx. By Lemma 3.7, we may assume / > 2. Thus, 8 is a proper block design.

Lemma 3.9.  Cq (Mx) is semiregular on X - x.

Proof. Suppose not. By Lemma 1.17, there is a proper Af-admissible

block design C. Suppose if C G C, |C| = 1 + k. Since Mx fixes all blocks on

Cx, m<k. Thus, n < ft.

Since the block designs 8 and C are proper, by Lemma 1.1 (iii), 1 + k <

n/k and 1 + / < n/Z. Taking d as the larger of the numbers k and /, it follows

that n/d < d and 1 + d < n/d, a contradiction, and Lemma 3.9 follows.

Lemma 3.10. Let B be a block of 8 and V a subgroup of GB. Then

(i) Fv is a subspace over B, Ccx(V) is transitive on the blocks of bx

contained in Fv for each x G B, and CC(V) is transitive on the blocks of 8

contained in Fv.

(ii) IfB C Fy, CG(V) is transitive on Fy.

Proof. TakexGi?. Since V fixes x, V normalizes Mx. We consider

the action of Mx V on the blocks of 8^. Since Mx is sharply transitive on the

blocks of bx, V is the subgroup of Mx V fixing the set B G bx. Now the

representation of Mx V on the blocks of 8^ is faithful. Indeed, let T be the
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subgroup of Mx V fixing all blocks of Bx. Then T Q V as T fixes B, and T<

Mx V. Thus N(T) is transitive on the blocks of Bx and T fixes all points of B,

so T fixes all points of X, and so T = 1.

Therefore,MxFacts faithfully on the blocks of Bx and has a regular normal

subgroup Mx. Thus, C *(P) is transitive on the blocks of Bx fixed by V. Thus,

if j> is any point of Fv, B(x, y)CFv,&s V fixes B(x, y).

Therefore, any point y of Fv is contained in some block C contained in

Fv. By the same reasoning if z G Fv — y, B(y, z)CFv. Therefore, Fv is a

subspace over 8 and C,.X(V) is transitive on the blocks of B~ contained in Fv,

for any jc G iy. Thus, CG(V) is transitive on the blocks of B in FK.

Suppose now B C FK. Let t be the number of blocks of Bx contained in

Fy, for x G Fv. Then IC^F)! = f>l,asJCFr Moreover, C X(V) is

semiregular on FK - x. Since this is true for each x G Fv, it follows (see e.g.

[11, Lemma 4.9]) that CG(V) is transitive on Fv.

Lemma 3.11. Let B be a block ofB,xE B, and V a subgroup of GB.

Set H = Gg. If CmX(V) ± 1, then CH(V) is transitive on B.

Proof. Since V fixes all points of B and CmX(V) ±1,FVDB. Let

L = CG(V)\Fy. By Lemma 3.10, L is transitive on Fv and Lx on the blocks of

Bx contained in Fv for each jc G Fv. We show that Lg is transitive on B.

Let \FV\ = 1 + m and |5| = 1 + /. Then |I: Lx\ = 1 + m, and by Lem-

ma l.l(i) and (ii), \LX : (Lx)*\ = m/l and \L: L%\ = (1 + m)/n/(l + 0/- Thus,

(l+r)\L:L*\ = \L:Lx\\Lx:(Lx)*\ = \L:(Lx)*\. So 1 + / = \L* :(L*)x\.
Now we fix a block B containing x and y. We let W be the weak closure

of Nx in Gxy. By Lemma 1.11, W = n(u>u)GBXB_6(B)A/£. Since iV^ < W, if

(u, v) E B x B - 8(B) and JV" is cychc of order p, W is an elementary abelian

p-group. Since Fw =B,N% = N"v., if («, u), («, u')6ßxÄ- 6(5). Therefore,

for each uEB, there is a unique N" contained in W. If (u, v) E B x B - 8(B),

we take Uu = N%. The collection Uu,uEB,v/e denote by U. Since Nx n

= 1 if jc ¥=y, IÜI = |5| = 1 + /. Since 1>2,W is noncyclic and spanned

by U.

Set H, = Gg. Clearly, W< H. Moreover, the action of H on B is equiv-

alent to its action on U induced by conjugation of W. We let H = H/CH(W).

By V we mean the collection of maximal subgroups V of W such that

Lemma3.12. IfUEUand VE V, then Un V= 1.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that CmX(U) = 1. Indeed, if U = Nx,

CmX(U) = 1 by Lemma 3.8. If U = NX for some z + x, then since CG(NX) C

Gz by Lemma 3.3 and Mx is semiregular on X - x, again C X(U) = 1.
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Lemma3.13. r\vevV=l.

Proof. Set T = Dve v V. Since Nx acts without fixed points on Mx,

by Thompson's theorem, Mx is a nilpotent p'-group. Take RQ C Ry C . . . C

Rk = Mx, a chief series for APW passing through Mx. Then, Äf +      is abelian

and W induces a cyclic group on Ri+l/Ri, and the kernel of the action is some

V £ V, as Mx is a p'-group. Since T C W C GXJ,, by Lemma 3.9, 7=1.

Lemma 3.14. C-(V) is transitive on U for each V £ I/.

This is immediate from Lemma 3.11.

We let E be the field with p elements, E* its multiplicative subgroup.

Lemma 3.15. Let V be a maximal subgroup of W and K a subgroup of

Aut(H0 which centralizes V. Let SI be an orbit ofKon W - V.

Then, there is a subgroup Pv of V, a point x £ V and y £ W - V, and a

subgroup D of E#, such that SI = {x + Xy + Py\\ E D}. Moreover, if SI spans

W, \W:Pv\<p2.

Proof. Suppose \W\ - pr, and L is the subgroup of Aut(JV) which cen-

tralizes V. Then L has a normal subgroup of Q of order pr_1 consisting of

linear transformations of the form Tu(z) = z + f(z)u, where / is a fixed nonzero

linear functional of W which annihilates V and u is any element of V. Then

TUI+TU2=TU1+U2 and L/Q = E*.

Let R = K n Q. Then there is a subgroup Pv of V such that R =

{7^ \u £ PK}. Also, K = R -D0, where Z>0 is cyclic of order dividing (p - 1).

Then there is a point y EW - V and a subgroup £> C E*, such that D0 con-

sists of the transformations SK, \ED, and Sx(y) = Xy, and Sx(z) = z for z E V.

The orbit of y under £ is then {Xy + PF| X £ Z)}. If now t E SI, t =

x + py, for some x E V and p £ E#. Since the transformations of K fix jc,

replacing^ by py, SI = {x + Xy + PK| X £ £>}.

Since P,, is a subgroup of W, if SI spans IV, |W: PK| < p2.

Lemma 3.16. Oppose K,, V2E\J and set Ki = C-{Vl)andK2 = C-{V2).

With PVl and Py2 as in Lemma 3.15, we have PVl = Py2-

Proof. Let « £ U £ U. We consider the orbits Slt and S22 °f ^i and

AT2 on u. By Lemma 3.14, Kr and K2 are transitive on U and so {pSlt |p £ E*}

= {pJ22 |p £ E#}. With jc,, y,, x2, y2, Dv D2, as in Lemma 3.15, it follows

that

[ßx1 +\}iy1 +Pv^ßEE*,\ED1} = {px2 + Xpy2 + Py \pEE#,\ED2}.
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We consider the image of each of these sets in W/PVl. If b and B are elements

or sets of W, we denote their images in W/PVl by b and B. The image of the

first set is {p3c"j + \pyj | ju G E#, X G Dx}. If Xj G Pj^, this set has p - 1

elements. Otherwise, as yv Ö (x, PVl) C K1( the set has (p - 1)1/), I elements.

The image of the second set is {px2 + Xpy2 + Py2 \ p. G E#, X G D2). If t be-

longs to this set, so does r + Py2- Thus, if Py2 <LPyv the number of ele-

ments of the second set is divisible by p, a contradiction as both sets have the

same number of elements. Thus, Py2 QPyl- Likewise, PVl QPy2 and Lem-

ma 3.16 follows.

Lemma 3.17. \W\ = p2 and Pv = 1 // V G 1/.

Proof. If for some K0 G \j, PV()    1, then for all KG V, Pv = PKo,

by Lemma 3.16, and since Pv C V, PV(j C DpgyK. By Lemma 3.13 this is

impossible. Thus, Pv = 1 if K€ f. Since (J spans W, by Lemma 3.15, |1V| =p2.

Lemma 3.18. (i) 1 = 2.

(ii) 11/1 = 2.
(iii) Pp F2 G (/ are conjugate in G.

(iv) //KG (/, K< G^j,.

Proof. By Lemma 3.17, \W\ = p2 and soHQ GL(2, p). Moreover, H

is doubly-transitive on the family of one-dimensional subspaces U of W.

We claim that p does not divide \H\. Indeed, if p\ \H\, since \U\ = 1 + / >

3, either IUI = p or 1 + p. Thus,     < 1, a contradiction by Lemma 3.13.

Since |U| > 3, the subgroup of H fixing all elements of U fixes all one-

dimensional subspaces and is contained in ZQT). Thus, L = H/Z(H) is doubly-

transitive on U. Since p /     the stabilizer in L of U G U is cyclic. Moreover,

if K G f, since p / \H\ and C-(K) is transitive on (J, Z, has a cyclic regular sub-

group, and (1 + l)\(p - 1). Thus, L is a Frobenius group with cyclic kernel

and complement. By the local structure of PGL(2, p) and since 1 + / > 3,

HIZ(H)   S3 and / = 2.

Now for each K G |/, C0(K) induces the 3-element of L by restriction

to (J and the three element of L fixes precisely two one-dimensional subspaces.

Thus, 11/1 < 2. By Lemma 3.13, |l/| = 2. Also any two element which inverts

the 3-element of S3 interchanges Vx and K2 and so Kj and K2 are conjugates.

Since Gxy C // and Gxy fixes (7^ and Uy, Gxy fixes all points of U and

so normalizes Vx and K2, completing the proof of the lemma.

We now obtain a contradiction to Nx n Ny = 1 if x y. Take Aft =

CmX(K,) and A/2 = CmX(V2), Vv V2 as in Lemma 2.18. Since Vx and K2

are the only cyclic subgroups of W which centralize nonidentity elements of

Af*, Af* =M1M2 and Afj H Af2 = 1. Since Kj and K2 are conjugates and
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CG(T,) is transitive on Fyi, |M,| = \M2\. Let m = IMj|. Since l = 2,\X\ = \ +

2m2 and \FV\ = I + 2m. Since CG(K,) is transitive on FVl, Ml C CG(V{)

and F, < Gxy, (1 + 2m)m|Gxy| ||A/C(P,)|. Thus

(1 + 2m)m\Gxy\ | (1 + 2m2X2m2)IG^I,

and so (1 + 2m)|(l + 2w2)(2w). It follows that (1 + 2m)\(m - 1), a con-

tradiction.

From this contradiction and the remarks preceding Lemma 3.7, the first

two statements of the next lemma follows:

Lemma 3.19. Theorem A follows if {with y EX - x):

(i) Nx has a characteristic abelian subgroup Kx with Kx    1, or

(ii) Nx has a characteristic subgroup Kx with Kx cyclic of prime order,

Kx a Sylow subgroup of Kx and having a normal complement in Kx, or

(iii) Nx is of even order, Nx abelian of odd order.

Proof. We need only prove (iii). By Theorem C, 02(NX) 1. Suppose

P(x, y) is a Sylow p-subgroup of Nx. Suppose first that P(x, y) fixes more than

two points. By Lemma 2.13, [n,(Z(02(Ax)), P(x, y)] = 1. Since

Slt(Z(02(Nx))) <NX,     [P(y, x), f21(Z(G2(Ax)))] C   t(Z(02(NX))).

By Lemma 3.4, [P(y, x), ^(Z^A*)))] C P(x, y). Thus, [P(y, x),

n.WjfA*)))] =1. But by Lemma 3.3, NG(P(y, x)) C Gy. Since 02(NX)

is semiregular on X - x, we have a contradiction to 02(NX)    1. Thus, P(x, y)

fixes only x and y.

Thus, NNx(P(x, y)) = Nx. By transfer theory, Ny is a Hall subgroup and

has a normal complement Kx in Nx. By Lemma 3.3, A^ acts without fixed

points on Kx and is therefore cyclic. By (ii), (iii) follows.

4. (H, K, L) configurations.

Definition. An (H, K, L) configuration consists of groups H, K, L with

H C Autftf), LCK, and for all x E H#, CK(x) = L.

An (H, K, L) configuration is constrained if H = L.

With G and Nx as in the last section, by Lemma 3.3, N* acts on Nx and

for all / G N», / * 1, CnX(J) = Nx. Since Nx and A/£ are conjugate in G, we

have a constrained (A^, Nx, Nx) configuration.

Lemma 4.1. In an (H, K, L) configuration with L< K, we have

(i) [H, K] C CK(L).

(ii) If [H, K] CL,H is abelian and isomorphic to some subgroup of L.

In particular, \H\ < \L\.
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Proof. We use the three subgroup lemma [9, p. 19].

(i) Since H centralizes L, [H, L] = 1. Thus, [[H, L],K] = 1. Since

L<\ K, [L, K] QL, and [[L, K], H] = 1. Thus, [[K, H],L] = 1 and [A', H]

C CK(L).

(ii) If [H, K] QL, since [L, H] = 1, [[H, K],H] = 1. Clearly, also

[[K.H],H]=\. Thus, [[H, H], K] = 1. Thus, [ZZ, H] centralizes K. Since

Z, C K, by the definition of an (//, K, L) configuration, [H, H] = 1.

Now take z EK - L. Since [//, z] < Z., we consider the mappingx —*■

[x, z] from H into Z,. In general, [xy, z] = [x, zP \y, z]. If x, j E H, [x, z]

G L and [x, z]' = [x, z]. Thus, [xy, z] = [x, z] \y, z] and the mapping x —►

[x, z] is a homomorphism. Since z EK - L, [x, z] =1 impliesx = 1,and

(ii) follows.

The following construction will be frequently used. In an (H, K, L) con-

figuration take P a Sylow p-subgroup of H and Q a Sylow p-subgroup of A'

normalized by P. Set R = Q n Z,. Either   = Q» or we have a (P, Q, R) con-

figuration. Accordingly in the next several lemmas we study (P, Q, R) configur-

ations with P, Q, R p-subgroups for some prime p.

Lemma 4.2. In a (P, Q, R) configuration P is abelian and isomorphic to

some subgroup of R. In particular, |P| < \R\.

Proof. Since P, Q, R are p-groups, we may take some P-invariant sub-

group R' of Q such that \R': R\ = p. Then we have a (P, R', R) configuration

with R<R' and [R'f P] < R. By Lemma 4.1(h), the rest follows.

Lemma 4.3. In a constrained (P, Q, R) configuration:

(i) // D is a P-invariant subgroup of Q, either D CR or R CD.

(ii) R is an abelian normal subgroup of Q.

Proof, (i) If D is a P-invariant subgroup of Q, either Z) CR, or we have

a (P, D,DC\R) configuration. By Lemma 4.2, |P| < \D n R\. Since |P| = \R\

by hypothesis, D C\R=R and R CD.

(ii) Since P =s /?, by Lemma 4.2, Z? is abelian. By (i), if C is character-

istic in Q, C C R or R C C. Let ZfQ) be the largest member of the upper

central series for Q such that Z,.(Q) C Z?. Then /? C Zi+l(Q). Thus, Z?/Z,(ö)

C Z(f2/ZI(0) and Z/ß) C /?, so R < ß.

Lemma 4.4. In a constrained (P, Q, R) configuration:

(i) If R C Z(Q), R and P are elementary abelian.

(ii) If [P, Q] C R, Q/R is of exponent p.

(iii) Z/p = 2and [P, Q] CR, then

(a) if R is elementary abelian, R C Z(Q);
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(b) ifR is not elementary abelian, \Q: R\ = 2, and all elements of

Q - R invert R.

Proof.  Take zEQ- R such that \(z, R):R\=p and P normalizes

<z, R). Then z acts on' P x R inducing an automorphism of the form (jc, y)

—*• (jc, t(jc) + <f(y))> (jc, y) E P x R. Since CP(z) = 1, the mapping x —* t(x)

is an isomorphism of P and R. Since z induces a mapping of order p, t(jc) +

0^r)(jc) + . . . + QfP~lt)(x) + <pp(y) =y. Since this holds for all x and y, and

since x —► r(jc) is an isomorphism, 1 + <p + . . . + fp~i = 0. If z centralizes

R, then <p = 1 and so p • 1 = 0 in R, and (i) follows.

If p = 2, then <p = — 1 and z inverts R.

(ii) Suppose first that [P, Q] CR and R C Z(ß). By (i), P and /? are

elementary abelian, Q/R acts on P x /? (faithfully, as Cq(x) = /?, if jc G P#),

and ß//? centralizes R and (P x R)/R. Thus, all elements of Q/R have qua-

dratic minimal polynomials, and so Q/R is of exponent p.

Now suppose only [P, Q] C R and take z EQ - R. Then the mapping

which carries xEP into [jc, z] E R is an isomorphism of P and     Let B =

CR (z) and take A to be the pre-image of B in P under the mapping x —*■ [x, z].

If x E A, [x, z] ER and [jc, z] commutes with jc. Also, [jc, z] EB = CR{z)

and [jc, z] commutes with z. Thus, [x, z'] = [jc, z]' [9, p. 19]. Thus,

[x, z'] e 5 if jc G ̂ 4. Since .4 centralizes 5, yl normalizes <z, 5>. Since 5 cen-

tralizes z, <ß, z> is abelian and <B, z> n R C Cr(2) = ß. Thus, <B, z)r\R=B.

Then, we have a constrained 04, <ß, z>, B) configuration with [A, <B, z>] Q B

and Ä C Z((B, z>). By the previous paragraph, zp G 5. Thus, Q/R is of ex-

ponent p, proving (ii).

(iii) If p = 2 and [P, Q] CR, by (ii), Q/R is of exponent 2 and so

elementary abelian. By the first paragraph, every element x of Q - R inverts

R. Thus, if R is not elementary abelian \Q :R\ - 2. Ii R is elementary abelian,

R CZ(ß).

Lemma 45. In a constrained (P, Q, R) configuration with p odd and

P cyclic, |P| = p.

Proof. Take a P-invariant subgroup R' of Q such that R CR' and

IR': R\ = p. Since P= R, R is cyclic. Then we have a (P,     i?) configura-

tion. By the classification of groups having a cyclic subgroup of index p

[9, p. 193], either R' is cyclic, or S2,(i?') is elementary abelian of order p2.

Lemma 4.5 follows quickly from this.

When p = 2, fairly precise information can be obtained.

Lemma 4.6. In a constrained (P, Q, R) configuration with p = 2, then:

(i) IfP is not elementary abelian, \Q :R \ = 2 and all elementa ofQ-R

invert R.
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(ii) If |P| = 2, ß is cyclic, dihedral, or generalized quaternion.

(iii) // P is elementary abelian, but not cyclic, then either

(a) R C Z(ß), [P, Q] C R, and Q/R is elementary abelian with

|ß//?| < \R\, or

(b) setting Q = NQ(PR), we have \Q:Q\ = 2, and \Q\ = \R\2.

Proof, (i) If P is not elementary abelian, by Lemma 4.4(i), Cq(R) C R,

as otherwise we have a constrained (P, Cq(R), R) configuration. By Lemma 4.1(i),

[P, Q] QR- By Lemma 4.4(iii), the result follows.

(ii) In the semidirect product PQ, |P| = 2 and CQP(P) = PR. Thus, P-ß

is of maximal class and contains the four-group P-R. Thus, P • ß is dihedral or

quasi-dihedral, and (ii) follows.

(iii) We assume P is noncyclic and elementary abelain. Let ß = Nq(P-R).

Then, QjR is the centralizer of P on Q/R. Clearly, R C Q. By considering the

configuration (P, Q, R), it follows from Lemma 4.4(iii), that R C Z(ß), and

from Lemma 4.4(h) that Q/R is elementary abelian.

Now Q/R acts on P x R and the centralizer of any nonidentity element

of Q/R on P x R is precisely R. Thus, we have a (Q/R, P x R, R) configuration

and, by Lemma 4.2, \Q/R\ < |R|.

Thus, if ß = ß, (iii)(a) follows. We assume ß C ß and show that |ß: ß| =

2 and |ß| = |R|2.

Take z E NPQ(PQ) - PQ. As R is normal in ß by Lemma 4.3, zRz~l = R.

Set P1 = zPz'1. Since PR < PQ, as ß = Nq(P-R), also P'R < PQ. Since P R

is elementary abelian, so is P'R. Since z Ö Pß = NPQ(PR), PR P'5.

We claim that PR D P'R = 5 and PP'5 = PQ.

Clearly, PRnP'R=R-(Pn P'R). Since if x € P#, CpgCc) = PR, and

since P n (P'R) is central in P'5 as P'R is abelian, P n P'R = 1 and PP. n P'R =

5. Then, since |P| = 1P'| = |R|,

IPP'RI = |PR •P'5| = |R3| < |Pß| < |5|3,

and so PP'R = PQ and |Pß| = |R|3. Hence, |ß| = |5|2.

Next we claim that all involutions of PQ lie in PR or P'R. Let / be such

an involution. Then/ = abc, a GP, b EP", c e R. Since R C Z(PQ) and R is

elementary abelian, it follows that ab is an involution and so ba = ab. Now if

a + 1, CPQ(a) = PR. Since P' n (PR) = 1, it follows that & = 1. Thus, / = ac

or be, and the claim follows.

Since R C Z(Pß) and if a £ P#, C/)ß(a) = PR, it follows that if z E PR -

R,Cp-(z) = PR.

Thus, if D is any elementary abelian subgroup of PQ and |D| = |R|2,

either D n (PR) D 5 and D = PR, or Z) C P'R and so D = P'R. Thus, PR and
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P'R are the only elementary abelian subgroups of \PQ\ of order LR |2.

It follows that any element z of NPq(PQ) - PQ interchanges PR and P'R.

Thus, WPQ(PQ):PQ\ = 2.

We consider the action of P on Q/R. Each element of P centralizes Q/R

and \Q/R\ = \R\ = |P|. Moreover, ifxEP, \CQ/R(x)\ < |CQ(x)| [6, p. 36].

Thus, if x E P#, CQ/R(x) = Q/R. Setting Q' = Q/R and R' = Q/R, we have a

constrained (P, Q', R) configuration. Since WPq{PQ).PQ\ = 2,\Npq-{PR'): PR'\

= 2. Since P is elementary abelian and |P| > 4, it follows by induction that

NPQ.(PR') = PQ'. Thus, \Q:Q\ = 2, proving (iii)(b).

We now return to the study of general (H, K, L) configurations.

Lemma 4.7. Let K be a group, L a proper subgroup of K. Suppose for

all LQ C L, LQ ¥= 1, we have NK(L0) C L. Then, K is a Frobenius group with

complement L.

Definition. An (H, K, L) configuration is rrunimal if all proper .//-in-

variant subgroups of K are contained in L.

Lemma 4.8. In a minimal (//, K, L) configuration L<K.

Proof. If L0 CL, since [H, L0] = 1, H normalizes NK(L0). Since

(H, K, L) is minimal NK(L0) = K or NK(L0) C L.

Let L be the largest normal subgroup of K contained in L. Then, if M is

a subgroup of L with LCM, NK(M) C L. By Lemma 4.7, K/L is a Frobenius

group with complement L/L. Since H normalizes the Frobenius kernel of K/L,

by the minimality L/L = 1. Thus, L<K.

Proposition 4.9. In a constrained (H, K, L) configuration, either

(i) H is a Frobenius complement, or

(ii) H is abelian, or

(üi) H and K are Frobenius groups and L intersects the center of the

Frobenius kernel of K nontrivially.

Note. By (i), we mean that H is a Frobenius complement in some Fro-

benius group, not necessarily that it acts without fixed points on K.

Proof. Assume neither (i) nor (ii) holds. Let K be a minimal //'-in-

variant subgroup of K not contained in L. Set L = L fl     Then, we have a

minimal (H, K, L) configuration. Thus, Z< K.

If Z = 1, (i) holds. So assume L 1.

By the minimaUty either C-(Z) C Z or C-(Z) = K. If C=(Z) C L, by

Irmina 4.1(i) and (ii), (ii) holds. So we assume C-(L) = K.

We show first that K is a p-group.

First suppose that every prime divisor r of \H\ also divides \K\. Then also
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r| \L\, as the Sylow r-subgroup of H centralizes an r-element of K. If r / ]K :L \,

L contains a Sylow r-subgroup of K. Since L C Z(K), by Burnside's transfer

theorem, K has a normal /--complement to the Sylow r-subgroup of L, in con-

tradiction to the minimality of K. Therefore, also r| \K: L\. Thus, if ra is the

highest power of r dividing H, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that ra\ \L\. Thus,

|/7| I III. Since LCL^ H,L = L. Since L C Z(K), L and H are abelian.

Thus, we may assume there is some nrime r dividing \H\ but not \K\. If

x S H, \x\ = r, since A7 is an r'-group, C-^ix) = C-(x)[L [9, p. 224]. Thus

Cj^^(x) = 1. By Thompson's theorem, Z/ZT is nilpotent. Since IC Z(R), K

is nilpotent. By the minimaUty of K, K is a p-group for some prime p.

Thus, if neither (i) nor (ii) holds, all minimal //"-invariant subgroups of K

which are not contained in L are groups of prime power order.

Set K = Q and L = R. Then, R C Z(Q) and since H acts irreducibly on

Q/R, Q/R is elementary abelian. Let P be some Sylow p-subgroup of H. By

Lemma 4.2, \P\ < \R\. Since \R\ divides \L\ and |i| = |/Y|, \P\ = \R\. By Lem-

ma 4.4(i), P and R are elementary abelian.

If a #1 is a p'-element of H and a centralizes b ¥= 1, b S P, (a) x <ft> acts

on ß, and <a> centralizes Cg(<2>>) = /?. By Thompson's A x 5 lemma [9, p. 179],

a centralizes Q, a contradiction as Cß(a) = R. Thus for all jc 6 P* CH(x) = P.

Since any p'-subgroup of H acts without fixed points on Q/R, it follows

that all p'-subgroups of H are Frobenius complements.

We show next that H has a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup. Assume

that this is not the case.

If p   2, the Sylow 2-subgroup of // is cyclic or generalized quaternion,

and by the Brauer-Suzuki theorem [3] and the Feit-Thompson theorem, either

0(H)    1 or 02(H) * 1. Thus, p = 2.

Then the Sylow 2-subgroup of H is elementary abelian and the centralizer

of each of its involutions. By a theorem of Suzuki [15], H = SL(2, 2a) for

some integer a > 1. Then \R\ = |P| = 2a. By Lemma 4.6(iii), \Q/R\ < 2a+1.

Since all elements of H of odd order act without fixed points on Q/R,

(2a - 1)1 \(Q/R)#\ and (2a + 1)| \(Q/R)#\. This contradiction shows that H

has an abelian normal subgroup A.

First suppose A is not a p-group. Since all elements of A* act without

fixed points on Q/R as A is a p'-group, A is cyclic. Since P acts on A and no

p and p' elements commute, P is cyclic and A^P) is a Frobenius group with

kernel P. Since Aut(/4) is abelian and P n CH(A) = 1, A^P) = P. By Burn-

side's transfer theorem, P has a normal complement N in //. As no p and p'

elements commute, by Thompson's theorem, N is nilpotent. Since N acts

without fixed points on Q/R, N is cyclic.

Since R and P are elementary abelian and P is cyclic, |/?| = [P| = p. Since
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H acts irreducibly on Q/R, Q is extra-special or abelian. If ß is abelian, Q =

CQ(N) x [Q, N]  [9, p. 177]. Thus, Q = Rx [Q, A] and [Q, A] is a P-in-

variant subgroup of Q. So P centralizes a nonidentity element of [Q, A], a

contradiction. Thus, ß is extra-special.

Since \CQ/R(P)\ < \CQ(P)\ = p, \CQ/R(P)\ = p. Since Q/R is elementary

abelian, \Q/R\ <p".

Let Q/R = ß = ß, © ß2 ® • • • 0 Qk> where ß,. is the sum of equivalent

minimal A-invariant subgroups of Q and the representations afforded by differ-

ent Qt and ßy- are distinct. Since \Q\ < pp, k < p. If  = p, \Qt\ = p for all /.

Since A acts without fixed points on ßf, l/V| |p - 1. So P centralizes A7, a

contradiction. Thus, k < p. Since IP| = p, P fixes all ßf. Since Cq (P)    1 and

\Cq(P)\ = p, g = ß,, i.e., all minimal A-invariant subgroups of ß afford equiv-

alent representations of A. Regarding A" then as a subgroup of the algebra of

linear transformations on ß, the subalgebra generated by A" is a field. Then P

induces an automorphism of this field of period p. Therefore, |ß| = pp. Since

ß is extra-special, Q/R is of even dimension and so p = 2.

Then H = 53 and ß is a quaternion group. Since L = H, L —S3.

We now determine the structure of the group K. Let / be the involution

of Q. We first show CK(j) = Q.

Since H centralizes /, H leaves CK(j) invariant. If 3| \CK(j)\, the 3-element

of H centralizes a 3-element of CK(j) and L Q CK(J), contrary to L = S3. Thus,

CK(f) is a 3'-group and A, the 3-subgroup of//, acts without fixed points on

CK(j)/<.j). Thus,CK(j)/(j) is nilpotent. Thus, CK(j) is nilpotent. Now H acts

without fixed points on any 2'-factor of CK(j). But H = S3 and S3 is not a

Frobenius complement. Thus, CK(f) is a 2-group. If t is an involution of H,

we have a constrained (<<">, Q-lj)» W configuration. By Lemma 4.6(ii), C^O)

is cycUc, dihedral, or generalized quaternion. Since CK(j) admits the nontrivial

action of a 3-element, CK(f) = Q

By Brauer-Suzuki [3], K = 0(/Oß. Since C^O") = ß, 0(Ä") is abelian.

Since each element of H acts on 0(K) centralizing exactly a cyclic subgroup of

order 3, 0(K) is a 3-group having at most three generators. Since ß acts on

0(K) and / fixes no points of 0(K), 0(K) is homocyclic on two generators [9,

p. 126]. Since the involution of //has centralizer on 0(K) cyclic of order 3,0(K)

= Z3®Z3 and K is the semidirect product of Z3 ®Z3 and ß, so (iii) holds.

Therefore, we may suppose that if A" is a minimal //-invariant subgroup

of K not contained in L, K is a p-group and Op(H) 1.

Thus, H has an elementary abelian normal p-subgroup A. Since CH(A) =

P, as P is abelian and no p and p' elements commute, P <\H. Moreover, H is

a Frobenius group with kernel P. Since there is only one prime r dividing |//|

such that Or(H) # 1, namely r = p, by the previous paragraph all minimal H
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invariant subgroups of K not contained in L are p-groups. Thus, p divides the

order of any //"-invariant subgroup of K which is not contained in L.

Suppose H = PS, with S a Frobenius complement of P. Then, as L =H,

L=R-T, with T a Frobenius complement of R.

Take T0 Q T, T0 + 1, and consider NK(T0). If p\ WK(T0)\, since NK(TQ)

is //-invariant, a p-element of H centralizes a p-element of NK(T0) and so

NR(T0) i= 1, a contradiction to the fact that R • T is a Frobenius group. There-

fore, NK(T0) is a p'-group and NK(T0) c L.

By Lemma 4.7, A is a Frobenius group with kernel N and complement T.

Since each direct factor of TV is //-invariant, N is & p-group. By Lemma 4.3 ap-

plied to (P, N, R),R< N and so R n Z(A/)    1. This completes Proposition 4.9.

Remark. It is clear from the proof of Lemma 4.9 that the statment of

(hi) could be made more precise.

We determine next the structure of constrained (//, K, L) configurations

in which H is a nonabelian Frobenius complement.

Lemma 4.10. Let H be a nonabelian Frobenius complement. Let P be a

Sylow p-subgroup of H and suppose |P| = p. Then either

(i) NH(P) is nonabelian, or

(ii) H = 51(2, 3) x M, with p = 3, and M cyclic of order prime to 2 and 3.

Proof. All Sylow subgroups of H are cyclic or generalized quaternion.

All subgroups of order pq, p, q distinct primes are cyclic. Any involution lies

in Z(//). Thus if p = 2, NH(P) = H is nonabelian.

Suppose NH(P) is abelian. By Burnside's theorem, H has a normal p-com-

plement Af. If q is an odd prime divisor of N, P normalizes some Sylow q-sub-

group Q of N. Since P centralizes ßj(g), P centralizes Q. Since CN(P) is

abelian, N has a cyclic Hall 2'-subgroup Af. Also, P normalizes a Sylow 2-sub-

group Q of Af, and if P centralizes Q, N, and hence H is abelian. Thus ß is a

quaternion group, and \NN(M): Af| < 4. Also p = 3. It follows that M<N,

as ([A/|, 6) = 1. From the action of P on Q, N = Q x M and H = 51(2,3) x M.

Lemma 4.11. /« a constrained (H, K, L) configuration in which H is a

nonabelian Frobenius complement, L is a Hall subgroup of K.

Proof. Suppose not and let p be a prime dividing \L\ and \K:L\.

Take P0 a subgroup of H of order p and R0 a subgroup of L of order p.

By Lemma 4.5, if p is odd, P0 and RQ are Sylow subgroups of H and L.

We consider NK(P0R0).   Since CK(PQR0) c /,, and p| \K: L\,

p\ WK(P0R0) ■ CK(P0R0)\. Since NK(P0RQ) normalizes K d (PQRQ) = 50, and

P0R0 is abelian of type (p, p), NK(P0R0)ICK(P0R0) has a unique normal sub-
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group of order p. Take M the pre-image of this subgroup in NK(P0R0). Clearly,

\M :M n L\ = p and Af n L <! M.

Now NH(P0) normalizes P0 and R0, and so NK(PQR0), CK(P0R0), and

M. If p = 2, then NH(P0) acts trivially on M/M n L, and we have an (NH(P0),

M,MC\L) configuration with [NH(P0), M] CMDL. By Lemma 4.1, NH(P0)

is abelian. Since P0 c Z{H), as H is a Frobenius complement and /7 is non-

abelian, this is a contradiction. If p is odd, set P = P0 and R= R0.

Again, we consider the (NH(P) , M, M n L) configuration.

Suppose first that NH(P) does not act trivially on M/M n L. By Lemma 4.1,

CM(M n L) 4M C\ L. Since \M:M (~\ L \ = p, M = (M D L)-CM(M O L). Since

ÄCMflLn CM(Af n L), as M n L = CK(P-R), and since   is a Sylow sub-

group of Af n L, as p is odd, it follows that CM(M n L) contains a Sylow p-sub-

group Q of M. Thus, ß centralizes M C\ L and Af = (Af n L) • ß. Therefore,

ß c Z(Af) and M = Q x Op.(Af).

Since ß char Af, A^^F) normalizes ß and centralizes ß n L= R. We ob-

tain an (NH(P), Q, R) configuration. Thus, ß is elementary abelian and NH(P)

is a subgroup of the holomorph of P. Since NH(P) is a Frobenius complement,

all of its subgroups of order pq are cyclic, and so NH(P) = P. But by Lem-

ma 4.10, it follows that H is abelian.

Thus, NH(P) acts trivially on M/M n L. By Lemma 4.1, NH(P) is abelian.

Thus, H as 51(2, 3) x T, where T is cyclic. If / is the central involution of H,

thenNH(P)= </>x P x Tand CK{PR) = CL(PR) as NH{P) = (k) x R x S, with

<fc>, SQL and corresponding to </> and 71 of /Y. Again we take ß a Sylow

p-subgroup of Af. Since ß centralizes <Ä;>, it follows that ß has no more than

|S| = in conjugates in Af. Thus, some element b    1 of </> x T normalizes Q.

Then (.b) x P acts on ß and the centralizer of each nonidentity element of

(b) x Pis precisely R. By Thompson's A x B lemma, a contradiction results,

and Lemma 4.11 follows.

Next we show that when H is a nonabelian Frobenius complement, L has

a normal complement in K.

Lemma 4.12. In an (H, K, L) configuration, suppose A is an H-invariant

normal subgroup of K and (|/7|, |A|) = 1. Then with the natural action of H

on K/N, we have an (H, K/N, LA/A) configuration.

Lemma 4.13. Suppose K is a group and L a Hall ■n-subgroup of K. Sup-

pose that if L0 c L, L0    1, then

(i) NL(L0) is a Hall n-subgroup of NK(LQ), and

(ii) NK(L0) has a normal ■n-complement.

Then, K has a normal -n-complement.
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Proof. We use the following theorem of Brauer and Suzuki [2], [14].

(See also [6, p. 113].)

If I is a Hall 77-subgroup of K, then K has a normal ^-complement if and

only if

(1) whenever two elements of L are conjugate in K, they are conjugate in L;

(2) if E is an elementary xr-subgroup of K, then E has some conjugate in L.

We verify (1). First, suppose /j and f2 are two p-elements of L which

are conjugate in K. Gearly, we may suppose fx and f2 he in some Sylow p-sub-

group P of K. By Alperin's theorem [1], there is a sequence of Sylow p-sub-

groups Pv P2, . . . , Pr and elements xt G NK(P n P.) such that fxi*2'"xr =/2.

Set g, = f* i"*t. Then, gt, gi+lePn P.+, and gf'+1 = gi+,. By hypothesis,

NL(P n P.+ j) is a Hall 7r-subgroup of A^(P n P.+ l) and NK(P n P.+ x) has a

normal ^-complement. By the theorem of Brauer and Suzuki, there is a yi+l G

NL(PnPi+l) such thatgf''+1 =f/+1. It follows that1 ""^ =/2, with

3»!,. . . ,yr G Z,. Thus,/j and f2 are conjugate in L.

Suppose next that fx and f2 are any two elements of L conjugate in K.

Take gx G </j> and gj of prime order p and £2 the conjugate of gt in </2>. By

the previous paragraph, as gx and g2 are conjugate in L, we may assume #j =

g2. Then /j and f2 are conjugate in ^((gy)). Since /j, /2 G N^igy)), as

before,/j and/2 are conjugate in L. This verifies (1).

We verify (2). If E is an elementary 7r-group, E has some cyclic normal

subgroup (a). We may take a G L. Then ZT C NK((a)). Moreover, NL((a)) is a

Hall 7r-subgroup of NK((aY) and has a normal ^-complement in NK((a)). Thus,

by the theorem of Brauer and Suzuki, some conjugate of E lies in NL((a)) and,

hence, in L.

Lemma 4.13 follows.

Lemma 4.14. In an (H, K, L) configuration in which

(i) L is a Hall subgroup of K,

(Ü) \L\\\H\,and

(iii) H is a nonabelian group,

L has a normal complement in K.

Proof. By induction. We let n be the set of primes dividing

First we prove that if K is any //-invariant subgroup of K, then Z, = L C\K

is a Hall 7r-subgroup of K. Take P a Sylow p-subgroup of H and Q a Sylow p-

subgroup of K normalized by P. Set R = L D Q. Then either R = Q, or we

have a (P, Q, R) configuration. By Lemma 4.2, [P| < \R\. Since |Z,| | |Zf| and Z,

is a Hall subgroup of K, ]R\ < LP|. Thus, /? is a Sylow p-subgroup of £ and so

R = Q. Thus, Z, is a Hall 7r-subgroup of K.

Now if Z,0 C L, NK(L0) is //-invariant, and so NL(L0) is a Hall subgroup
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of NK(L0). By induction either NK(L0) = K, or NL(LQ) has a normal comple-

ment in NK(L0). Let Z be the largest normal subgroup of K contained in L.

If Z C L0 C L, it follows that NL(LQ) is a Hall subgroup of NK(L0) and has a

normal complement in NK(L0). By Lemma 4.13 applied to K/L, L/L has a

normal complement in K/L.

Since the pre-image in K of this normal complement is //-invariant, we

may assume L = L.

Next consider CK(L). If CK(L) = K, as L is a Hall subgroup of tf, by

Burnside's transfer theorem, L has a normal complement. If CK(L) C ZT, then

Z(L) = C^CL) n L has a normal complement N in C^fX). Then, A char CK{L)

and so A"< K.

If A ^ 1, we have an (//, K/N, LN/N) configuration by Lemma 4.12. By

induction on K/N, Lemma 4.14 follows.

So we may assume N = 1, i.e., CK(L) C L. But now by Lemma 4.1, H

is abelian, contrary to hypothesis.

Combining Lemmas 4.11 and 4.14 we have

Proposition 4.15. In a constrained (H, K, L) configuration in which H

is a nonabelian Frobenius complement, L is a Hall subgroup of K and has a

normal complement in K.

By Lemma 3.5, in the notation of §3,     acts trivially on N xiNfi/N*,

i.e., [NnX(Nx), N?] CNy. In order to gain information concerning the nor-

malizer of Nx in Nx, we study constrained (H, K, L) configurations in which

L < K and [K, H] C L. Already, by Lemma 4.1, H and I are abelian. Also,

as \CK/L(x)\ < \CK(x)\, \K/L\ < \L\.

Lemma 4.16. Let it be a set of primes and L an abelian normal it-subgroup

of a group K. Suppose B is a n'-subgroup ofK such that L-B<K and CL(B)= 1.

Let f be an automorphism of K which centralizes L and K/L. Then f is an

inner automorphism induced by an element of L.

Proof. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem [9, p. 221] ,/B/"1 =aBa~i

for some a EL. Consequently,a~lf normalizesB and NK(B). Moreover,

a~'/centralizes L and K/L, as both a and /do.

By the Frattini argument and the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, K = LNK(B).

Moreover, [a~1f, NK(B)] C L n NK(B) = 1. Thus, a~ lf centralizes L and

NK(B), and so a = f.

Lemma 4.17. In a constrained (H, K, L) configuration in which L<K

and [H, K] C L, one of the following holds.

(i) H, K, L are p-groups.

(ii) L is a p-group and K a Frobenius group whose kernel is a p-group.
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(iii) K is a Frobenius group with kernel L.

(iv) For some prime p dividing L, there is a Sylow p-subgroup Q of K

such that K = L-Q and all elements of (Q/Q n L)# act without fixed points

on Op.(L).

Proof. As remarked earlier, H and L are abelian. We first suppose that

H and L are p-groups. We prove some preliminary statements.

(A) Any p'-subgroup of K acts without fixed points on L.

If this is not the case, there is some subgroup TQK with 171 = q, q a

prime, q =t p, centralizing L0 C L. Then in the subgroup LT of K, T has

\L: L0 \ < \L\ = \H\ conjugates. Then some element b of H# fixes T. Since b

centralizes K/L, b centralizes T, a contradiction.

(B) K/L has no subgroup of order pq, q a prime, q   p, in which the

Sylow <7-subgroup is normal.

Indeed, let L' D L, \L'/L\ = pq, with L'/L c/-closed. Let B be a Sylow

g-subgroup of L'. Then CL(B) = 1 by (A). Since H centralizes L and K/L, by

Lemma 4.16, H acts on L' as a group of inner automorphisms induced by ele-

ments of L. Since |//"| = \L\, some element of H centralizes the full Sylow p-sub-

group of L', a contradiction.

Consequently:

(C) No nonidentity p and p' of elements of A commute.

Take r the smallest prime divisor of K/L other than p. If there is no such

r, (i) holds.

If r = 2, by (A) there is an involution / & K which inverts L. Again by (A),

CK(L) is a p-group and so of odd order. Therefore, K = CK(L)CK(J). By (C),

CK(f) is a p'-group. Again by (C), A is a Frobenius group with kernel CK(L)

and complement CK(j), so (ii) holds.

If r > 2, by (A) the Sylow r-subgroup of K is cyclic. By (B), the Sylow

/•-subgroup of K is normalized by no p element. Since r is the smallest prime

divisor of \K/L\ other than p, by Burnside's transfer theorem, K has a normal

/■-complement. Repeating the process, K is p-closed. By the Schur-Zassenhaus

theorem and (C), K is a Frobenius group and (ii) holds.

We now suppose L is an arbitrary abelian group. We consider the action

of Op(H) on K/Op.(L). Since Op(H) as L/Op.(L), by Lemma 4.12, we have a

constrained (Op(H), K/Op.(L), L/Op,(L)) configuration. By the first part of

this lemma, it follows that the Sylow p-subgroup of K/Op.(L) is normal and

that K/Op,(L) is a p-group or a Frobenius group whose kernel is a p-group.

If for all p which divide \L\, (\K :L\, p) = 1, it follows that A is a Froben-

ius group with kernel L, and (hi) holds.

So we may suppose that for some Sylow p-subgroup Q of K, Q <£ L.
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Clearly, ß may be chosen so that Op(H) normalizes Q.

We claim that all elements of (ß/Op(L))# act without fixed points on Op,{L).

If this is not the case there is some ß0, a subgroup of ß, such that Op(L) C ß0 and

\Q0:Op(L)\ =p, and QjOp(L) centralizes L0    l,L0 COp,(L). //normalizes

Q0L as it acts trivially on K/L, and Op(H) normalizes ß0, as it normalizes Q, Q0L,

and so ß n (Q0L) = ß0. Now ß0 has \Op,(L): L0 | conjugates in Q0Op ,(L). Thus

ß0 is fixed by some/G Op,(//)*• Thus, </> x Op(H) fixes ß0. By Thompson's

A x B lemma, a contradiction results, and the claim follows.

Now at most one prime divides both \L\ and \K:L\. For if px and p2

divide \L\ and \K:L\, thenK/Op.A\L) is a pt-group or a Frobenius group whose

kernel is a px-group. Likewise K/Op^(L) is a p2-group or a Frobenius group

whose kernel is a p2-group. Then both statements are true of K/L, which is

ridiculous.

We now claim that K = QOp,(L), which will prove (iv). If this is not

the case K/Op,(L) is a Frobenius group, QOp,(L)< K, and QOp,(L) is a Hall

subgroup of K. By the Schur-Zassenhaus theorem there is a normal complement

B to QOp'{L) in K, and 5 may be chosen so that it normalizes ß. Then QB is

a Frobenius group.

By Lemma 4.12, we have an (Op.(/7), K/Op(L), L/Op{L)) configuration.

Since L/Op(L) is a Hall subgroup of K/Op{L), by (iii) of this lemma K/Op(L)

is a Frobenius group with kernel L/Op(L). Thus, BOp,(L) is a Frobenius group.

It follows then that the Frobenius group (Q/Op(L))-B acts on Op,(L) and for

all x E (Q/Op(L) -5)*, C0p,(L)(x) = 1. Thus, 5=1, proving (iv).

By the remarks preceding Lemma 4.16, all the (H, K, L) configurations

we need consider satisfy [H, NK(L)] C L. Moreover, as will be seen in the next

section, the only cases which create difficulty occur when the Sylow 2-subgroup

of H is noncyclic. Accordingly, we say that an (H, K, L) configuration is of

type A if [H, NK(L)] C L and H is an abelian group with noncyclic Sylow

2-subgroup. In the remainder of this section we study constrained (H, K, L)

configurations of type A. We shall show that either L <i K, or K s SZ(2, 2a),

with H, L elementary abelian of order 2a.

Lemma 4.18. In a constrained (H, K, L) configuration in which H is

a noncyclic abelian group, any H-invariant subgroup of K either contains or is

contained in L. Moreover, NK(L) D L.

Proof. It suffices to show that if A is a minimal //-invariant sub-

group of K and K a L, then L C K and N^(L) D L. Set L = KnL. By

Lemma 4.8, L < K. Since H is noncyclic L   1. If C-(L) C L, by Lemma 4.1,

|//| < [I| < HI = 1//|, and so Z = L and L C K. Moreover, NJL) D L.
_ K_

Thus, by the minimality we may assume that C-{L) = K. Suppose first
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some prime p divides \H\ but not \K: L|. If p\ |L|, as L C Z(A'), by Burnside's

transfer theorem, K has a normal p-complement, in contradiction to its mini-

mality. So p i |L|. Then, by Lemma 4.16, we have an (0p(/7), K/L, 1) config-

uration, and so by Thompson's theorem, K/L is nilpotent, and as L C Z(/Q, K

is nilpotent. By its minimality K is a r-group for some prime r. Since L # 1

and |I| 1177|, r\ |77|. Clearly, r i= 1. Then Op(77) x 0,(77) acts on /?, an r-group

Thus, we have a contradiction by Thompson's ,4x7? lemma.

Thus, iip\\H\, p||/?:Z|. Thus, p| |7?| and so p| |Z|. But now, applying

Lemma 4.2 to each of the Sylow subgroups of 77, it follows that [77| | |L|, and

so Z = L. Thus, also AUL) D L.

In the following when an (77, K, L) configuration is under consideration,

P will denote a Sylow 2-subgroup of 77 and ß a Sylow 2-subgroup of K nor-

malized by P. Then 7? = ß n L. As all (77, K, L) configurations we consider

will be constrained, by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, R^P and 7? < Q.

Lemma 4.19. In a constrained (77, K, L) configuration of type A, Q c

NK(L), and

(i) ifP is elementary abelian, P C Z(Q), [Q, P] C R, Q/R is elementary

abelian, and \Q/R\ < |7?|, or

(ii) ifP is not elementary abelian, \Q: R\ < 2, all elements of Q - R

invert R.

Proof. First we show that ß c NK(L). Set ß = NQ(P-R). UR=L,

i.e., L is a 2-group, since 7? <C ß, ß C NK(L). So we may suppose 0(L) # 1.

Consider NK(P-R). Now C^fF-7?) < NK(P-R) and CK(P R) = L, as

(^(P) = Z, and Z, is abelian. Thus, NK(P-R) QNK(L). Next apply Lemma

4.17(iii) and (iv). Since 0(7,)    1 and 02(Z.)    1, ß/7? is of 2-rank at most 1.

By Lemma 4.6, ß/7? is elementary abelian and so |ß :7?| < 2. Again, by Lem-

ma 4.6, as 7? is noncyclic, ß = ß. Thus, ß c NK(L).

Since [77, NK(L)] CL, [P, Q] CR. By Lemma 4.6, the rest follows.

Lemma 4.20. In a constrained (77, K, L) configuration of type Ai/LC

N C NK(L) and N<i K, then L<K.

Proof. First, suppose 0(1) ¥= 1. Since also 02(L) # 1, it follows from

Lemma 4.17(iii) and (iv) that L is the only abelian subgroup of TV of order

IL|. Thus, L char N and L<K.

Thus, we may suppose that L= R, i.e., L is a 2-group. Also, H = P.

We consider two cases according as 7? is not or 7? is elementary abelian.

First, suppose 7? is not elementary abelian. By Lemma 4.19, |ß:7?| < 2.

Considering the possible structures of NK(R) = NK(L) listed in Lemma 4.17,

we see that only (i) and (iii) can occur. In case (Iii), 7? char N and so 7? < K.
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In case (i), it follows that RQN CQ. UN^R, we obtained the desired con-

clusion, and, as \Q: R \ < 2, we may suppose ß - N and \Q:R\ = 2. Moreover,

all elements of Q - R invert R.

If R is the only abelian subgroup of ß of index 2, then R char ß and

R<K.

Thus we may suppose ß has two abelian subgroups of index 2. Then,

some element of Q - R centralizes a subgroup of index 2 in R. Since the ele-

ments of Q - R invert R, it follows that R is abelian of type (4, 2, 2.2).

Now if Q - R contains an involution, all elements of Q - R are involutions.

Then R is generated by the elements of ß of order 4, and so R char ß and R <

K. Thus, we may assume all elements of Q - R are of order 4. Let </> = Ul (R) and

bEQ-R. Since all elements of Q -R invert R, all elements of Q -R have square

b2. lib2 ¥= j, b2 is the square of \R\ elements of ß and/ the square of \R\/2 ele-

ments of Q. Thus, any automorphism of ß fixes b2 and/, and so permutes the ele-

ments of R - Slt(R) among themselves. Since R is generated by R - Slx{K),

R char ß and R<K.

Thus, we may suppose b2 = /. Then, Q- Q0 x A, where ß0 is a quater-

nion group and A is elementary abelian. Now, ß/£2,(ß) — Z2 x Z2 and

Ül(Q)< K. Thus,       ^(ß/fi^ß)) = (ß/fi,(ß)) x M, where M is of odd

order. Since ß and ß,(ß) are P-invariant, it follows that M and its pre-image

in K are P-invariant. But the pre-image of M in K does not contain R. It fol-

lows by Lemma 4.18 that M = 1. Since Q<K, it follows either that AT = ß

and R < K, or K/Sl^Q) as

Suppose tf/ft.Cß) = J = ^4 and set K = ß/S2,(ß). Since [/C AT] is a

P-invariant subgroup of AT and [K, K] covers V, by Lemma 4.18, R C [/C, .£],

and so [K, K] = Q. Thus, a 3-element of K centralizes only </> C f2j(ß). Now

J2j(7?) = </> x A and .4 # 1, as P is noncyclic. Since P acts trivially on ß,(ß),

P normalizes the action of T/Von ft^ß) and T/Vacts nontrivially on fi,(ß),

it follows that P centralizes T/V. Thus, P induces on T a 2-group of auto-

morphisms which centralizes T/V. By the structure of AutC44) it follows that

P centralizes V, V = ß/J2,(ß). It follows that P leaves invariant some subgroup

of ß which does not contain R nor is contained in R, a contradiction by Lem-

ma 4.18.

Thus, it follows that if R is not elementary abelian, R < K. So we may

suppose next that R is elementary abelian. By Lemma 4.17(i), (ii), and (iii),

NK(R) is a 2-group or a Frobenius group whose kernel is a 2-group. Thus, N

QQ or ß QN. Since we wish to show that R < K, it suffices to prove this

when/V = 02(/O. Thus R CN CQ.

KRQQQCQ, we let M0 = O(NK(Q0)/Q0) and M0 be the pre-image

of M0 in NK(Q0). We first show that M0 C NK(R). Now by Lemma 4.19, P
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acts trivially on Q/R and so P normalizes ß0. Thus, NK(Q0) is a P-invariant

subgroup of K and O(NK(Q0)/Q0) is a P-invariant subgroup of NK(Q0)/Q0.

Since P is noncyclic, O(NK(Q0)/Q0) =MQ = {CjjAj)\j E P*>. Let 7} be the pre-

image of CMq(j) in Af0. Then Af0 = (TAj E P*>.

If / e P* 7} normalizes Q0 and </, ö0>. If Q0 = R, then 7} normalizes R

and so 7} QNK(R). If R C Q0, Z((j, Q0>) = R, as R C Z(ß) and CgfjT) - R.

Again, 7} normalizesR and 7} CNK(R). Thus, Af0 = <7}|/EP#> QNK(R),

and the first claim is proved.

In particular, as ß is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, it follows that NK{Q) C

A^(R). Since by Lemma 4.17, ß < A^fR), NK(Q) = NK(R). Thus, if N = Q,

the lemma follows.

Then if N C Q, by Lemma 4.19, ß//V is elementary abelian, and by Lem-

ma 4.17, NK(Q)/N is either Q/N or a Frobenius group with kernel Q/N. If z

is an involution in Q/N and ö0 the pre-image of z in Q> then the pre-image of

O(NK(Q0)IQ0) in NK(Q0) is contained in A^(P-). Thus, 0(.CK/N(z))CNK(R)/N =

NK(Q)/N. Therefore, 0(CK/N(z)) = 1.

Since NK(Q)/N is either g//V or a Frobenius group with kernel Q/N, the

normalizer of Q/N in CKiN(z) is ß/A/. Since also 0(CK/N(z)) = 1, ß/A/ con-

tains the centralizer of each of its involutions in K/N. By a theorem of Brauer-

Suzuki-Wall [4], either Q/N< K/N or K/N ^ SL(2, 2a). In the first case, K =

NK(Q) = NK(R) and R < K.

When K/N a 5Z,(2, 2a), P acts trivially on NK(Q)/N (as it acts trivially

on NK(Q)IR), and so P centralizes the normalizer of a Sylow 2-subgroup of

SL(2, 2a). Hence, P centralizes K/N. Thus PN<Z PK.

UN = R, of course, R<K. If i? C N, Z(P-N) = 5, and again R < A.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.20.

Lemma 4.21. In a constrained (H, K, L) configuration of type A, if

\K:L\is odd, either L<K,orK = SL(2, 2a), |/Y| = |L| = 2«.

Proof. By hypothesis, the Sylow 2-subgroup R of L is a Sylow 2-sub-

group of K.

By Burnside's transfer theorem, CK(R) = R x 0(CK(R)). Since P CH

is noncyclic and acts on 0(^(7?)), 0(CK(R)) C I. So Cj^/i) C £. Since L

is abelian, (^(P.) = L, and as C^-OR) < NK(R), NK(R) = A^(I).

By Lemma 4.17, NK(L)lO(NK(L)) is a 2-group, or a Frobenius group

whose kernel is a 2-group. Mso,NK(L)/0(NK(L))=NK(R)IO(NK(R)). Thus,

if z £ R is an involution, the normalizer of R in CK(z) centralizes R. Thus,

by Burnside's transfer theorem, CK(z) = RO(CK(z)). Then 0(CK(z)) is an

//-invariant subgroup of K, and L Ö OfC^fz)), so by Lemma 4.18, 0((CK(z))

CI. Thus, CK(z) C /,.
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Thus, L is an abelian subgroup of K of even order and L contains the cen-

tralizer of each of its involutions. By a theorem of Feit [7], either L < K or

K = SL(2, 2a), \H\= \L\ = 2«.

We now prove, by induction, that in a constrained (//, K, L) configuration

of type A, either L < K, or K = SL(2, 2a), \H\ = \L\ = 2a. To simplify the

statement of the lemmas, assume K is a minimal counterexample. By Lem-

ma 4.21,/? C Q.

Lemma 4.22. If K is a proper H-invariant subgroup of K, then L < K,

ifK<lL.

Proof. Already, by Lemma 4.18, L CK. If I is not normal in K, by

the minimality of K, K s SL(2, 2a), \H\ = \L\ = 2a. Then |A/-(X) | = 2a(2a - 1).

Since [NK(L), H] C L, \NK(L)\ < |L|2 = 22a. Thus, N-(L) = NK(L). Thus,

Nq(R) = R, and R = Q, contrary to hypothesis.

Lemma 4.23. Let L be the largest normal subgroup of K contained in L

Then:

(i) ZCZ(/Q._
(ii) L = 1, or L is an elementary abelian 2-group.

(iii) K/L is semisimple and [K, K] = K.

(iv) LCR.

(v) IfL CL0 CL, NK(L0) QNK(L). IfL CM CNK(L),NK(M) CNK(L).

Proof, (i) Clearly, CK(L) is an //-invariant subgroup of K. If CK(L) ¥=

K, then by Lemma 4.22, Ck(l) C NK(L). Since then L C Ck(l) CNK(L)

and Ck(l) < K, by Lemma 4.20, L < K, contrary to hypothesis. Thus,7J CZ(K).

(ii) Suppose Z ¥= 1. By Lemma 4.17, |Z| has at most one prime factor,

as L C Z(K). Again by Lemma 4.17, if |Z| is odd, L contains a Sylow 2-sub-

group of K and R = Q, contrary to hypothesis. Thus, Z is a 2-group. Since

Z C Z(K), by Lemma 4.19, Z is elementary abelian.

(iii) Let C be a minimal characteristic subgroup not 1 of K/L and c its

pre-image in K. If C' =/= K, by Lemma 4.22, C' C NK(L). Then, by Lemma 4.20,

L < K, contrary to hypothesis. Then C = K/L and K/L is either elementary

abelian, or semisimple. If K/L is elementary abelian, since Z C Z(K), K is nil-

potent. Since any direct factor of K is //-invariant, K is a 2-group. Then by

Lemma 4.18, L and also H are 2-groups. But then L = R < Q = K, contrary

to hypothesis. Thus, K/L is semisimple.

Then [K, K] is an //-invariant subgroup which covers K/L, and [K, K] <t

NK(L), as L<fi K. So K = [K, K].

(iv) If Z = R,R< K. We may assume /? # L. Since /? = Z C Z(K), by

Lemmas 4.17 and 4.19, |ß :/?| = 2. Thus, /£//? has a normal 2-complement, in

contradiction to (iii).
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(v) Both NK(L0) and NK(M) are //-invariant. NK(L0)   K, by definition

of L NK(M)   K by Lemma 4.20. By Lemma 4.22 the rest follows.

Lemma 424. NK(Q) = Qif\Q:R\ = 2.

Proof. HR = L, by Lemma 4.17, NK(R) = Q. Then, by (v) of Lem-

ma 4.23, NK(Q) = Q. So we may suppose 0{L)    1. Then by Lemma 4.17, Q

is a self-normalizing subgroup of NK(L).

By Lemma 4.23(iv) and (v), NK(R) c NK(L). As R char L, NK(R) =

NK(L). Thus, A^(ß) n A^O?) = NK(Q) n A^(/,) = Q.

We consider the (P, NK(Q), R) configuration. Since L n NK(Q) = R, this

is possible. Since the normalizer of R in NK(Q) is ß and [P, ß] CR, we have

a constrained (P, NK(Q), R) configuration of type A. Now NK(Q) C K, as ß

is self-normalizing in NK(L). So by induction /? <J NK(Q). Thus, NK(Q) C

NK(R) and NK(Q) = Q.

Lemma 4.25. Z,ef G be a simple group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup.

Let G* be a nonsplit central extension of G by an element of order 2. Then

G* has generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroup.

This can be proved directly by standard fusion arguments.

We now obtain a final contradiction to our assumption that A is a mini-

mal counterexample. Set L = R, the largest normal subgroup of K contained in

L. Then, R C R (Lemma 4.23(iv)). We divide the analysis into two cases.

Case A. In this case we suppose Iß :R\ = 2. By Lemma 4.17, \NK{L):L\

= 2. By Lemma 4.19, all elements of ß - R invert R.

First suppose R/R is cyclic. Since \Q:R\ = 2 and all elements of ß - R

invert R, Q/R is dihedral or generalized quaternion. Since K/R is semisimple

(Lemma 4.23(iii)), it follows from the Brauer-Suzuki theorem that Q/R is not

generalized quaternion. Thus, Q/R is dihedral and, as K/R is semisimple, it is

simple. Take b G ß - R. Since b inverts R, all elements of ß - R have square

b2. Since Q/R is dihedral, b2 G R.

li(b2)CR, we may choose R0 CR, \R :RQ\ = 2 and b2 ERQ. Since

[K, K] = K, [K/R0, K/R0] = K/RQ. Then K/R0 is a central extension of

K/R, a simple group having dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup by an element of order

2. By Lemma 4.25, Q/R0 is generalized quaternion, in contradiction to b2 CRQ.

If (b2) = R, since b inverts b2, \R\ < 2. Then by Lemma 4.25, ß is gen-

eralized quarternion if \R\ = 2, or ß is dihedral if |P| =1. In either case, R

is cyclic, contrary to hypothesis.

Thus, we may assume R/R is not cyclic.

Next we show that R/R is a T.I. set in K/R. Suppose for some x G K,

R*RX and/? nP.* DR. ThenR nRx< Lx, asLx is abelian. By Lern-
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ma 4.23(v), L* C NK(L). Since Rx ¥= R, Lx    L. Since WK(L) :L\ = 2,

NK(L) has two abelian subgroups, L and Lx, of index 2. By Lemma 4.17, it

follows that L is abelian of type (2,2, . . . , 2) or (4, 2, 2,. . . , 2). Thus also,

L=R. In the first case ß is abelian, and we have a contradiction using Burn-

side's transfer theorem and Lemma 4.24. In the second case, R fl Rx = £2,(/?),

as otherwise some element of ß - R would centralize an element of R of order

4. Thus, Q - R contains an element of order 4 and so no involutions. Now

Z(ß) = f2jCR) and N(Q) controls the fusion of elements of Sl^R). By Lem-

ma 4.24, NK(Q) = Q, and so no elements of SlY{R) fuse. Since Q - R con-

tains no involutions, all involutions are isolated. By Glauberman's Z*-theorem

(and as 0(K) = 1, by Lemma 4.23(ii), (iii)), R = Sl^R). Thus, R/R is cyclic,

a contradiction to what we have already proved.

Thus, if R *RX, R n Rx =R.

Suppose now for some x EK with R    Rx we have R n Q* D R. Since

R n Rx = R and Iß*:      = 2, |Ä n ß*: i?| = 2. Thus, there is an element b

with 2>2 E R and 6 G R n (Q* - Ä*). Since all elements of Q* - Rx invert

Ä*, it follows that b centralizes Sl1(Rx/R). Let Tx be the pre-image of

fi, (/?*//?) in tf. Then 7/* normalizes <Ä, 6>. Since RC(Rb)QR,by Lem-

ma 4.23(v), Tx QNK(L). Since ̂ (i):/,! = 2, |r*: 7X nZ,| = 2. Since

C Rx and Rx HR=R, \TX/R\ = 2. Therefore, Sl^/R) is cyclic, and

so /?*//? is cyclic, a contradiction by the first paragraph.

Thus, if R¥^ Rx, R C\ Qj* =R. It follows that no element of Q/R - R/R

has a conjugate in R/R.

Now if Q/R is abelian, since NK(Q) = Q (Lemma 4.24), we have a con-

tradiction by Burnside's transfer theorem and Lemma 4.23(iii). If Q/R is not

abelian, then as all elements of Q - R invert R, Z(Q/R) = Sl^R/R). Since

Nx/R-iQ/R) controls the fusion of elements of Z(Q/R) and since NK(Q) = Q,

no elements of Z(Q/R) fuse. Thus, by the previous paragraph, all involutions

of Z(Q/R) are isolated. By Glauberman's theorem, we get a final contradiction.

Case B. In this case, we suppose \Q :R\ > 4. By Lemma 4.19, R and

Q/R are elementary abelian and R C Z(ß). By Lemma 4.17, L= R. By Lem-

ma 4.23(v), NK(Q) C NK(R) and by Lemma 4.17, NK(Q) = NK(R).

First, we suppose that NK(ß) = ß. Since N(Q) controls the fusion of

elements of Z(ß), no elements of Z(ß) are fused. Thus, either all elements of

R are isolated, or some involution tEQ-R fuses into R. If all elements of

R are isolated, by Glauberman's Z"-theorem, R< K, contrary to hypothesis.

Thus, some tEQ-R fuses into R. Then, tERx for some x E K and Rx

R as / S R. Since t&R.tER. By Lemma 4.23(v), NK((.tx~\ R)) C Q.

Thus, A^«r, 7?>) C Qx. Since i? C Z(ß) and t E Q, t centralizes R. Thus, R

normalizes (t, R)andRCQx. Since Qx/Rx is elementary abelian, RRX <J ß*.
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Also, R centralizes Rx as Rx Q Z(ß*). Since ß = NK(R), RRX C ß Then R C

RRX C ß and by Lemma 4.23(v), ß* C Q. Thus, ß* = ß and 5* = /?, contrary

to hypothesis.

Next, suppose NK(Q) D Q. By Lemma 4.17, NK(Q) is a Frobenius group.

Since R C Z(A). iT=l.

If for some x E A, 5 n /?*    1, then /? n /?* C Z(ß*), as     C Z(ßt).

Thus, 5 n 5* < ß\ By Lemma 4.23(v), NK(R n /?*) C ^(i?) and A^fT?) is

a Frobenius group with kernel Q. Thus, ß* C ß. Since NK(Q) = NK(R), Rx =

R. Thus,/? HRX = 1 if Z?#Z?\

Next suppose for some xGK.RnQf^l. Take j ER C\ Q? ,j # 1.

Then;' centralizes Z?*. By Lemma 4.23(v), C^fj) QNK(R). Thus, 5* QNK(R),

and as NK(R) is a Frobenius group with kernel ß, /?* C ß. Since Z? D Rx = 1,

if Z? * /?*, and |ß| < |/?|2, /?Z?* = ß. Since also [NK(R), P] C Z?, lA^f/?)! <

\R\2. Thus, ß = NK(R), contrary to hypothesis. Thus, if R n ß* ¥= 1, R = Z?*

and ß = ß*.

Thus, if z is some involution of ß - R, z is not fused into Z?. We study

Since R C Z(ß), 5 C CK(z). Take T a Sylow 2-subgroup of CK(z) con-

taining (/?, z>. Then T is contained in some Sylow 2-subgroup ß* of K. Since

R Q Q*. Q* = Q. Thus, 7" C ß. Since Z? C T C ß, by Lemma 4.23(v), NK(T)

QNK(Q).

Thus, since NK(Q) is Frobenius group with kernel ß, NCK^zy{T) = T. Now

Z? C Z(7) and Nc ^(T) controls the fusion of involutions of Z(7) in CK(z).

Since no involutions of R fuse into Q - R (and hence T - Z?), all involutions

of R are isolated in CK(z). Since Z? is noncyclic, 0(CK(z)) C (C^O)! / e F-*>-

By Lemma 4.23(v), CK0") £ Ö, if / S R*. Hence, 0(CK(z)) = 1. By Glauber-

man's Z"-theorem, R < Cx(z). Thus, CK(z) C A^Z?) and since NK(R) is a

Frobenius group, CK(z) C ß.

It follows that NK(Q) is a strongly embedded subgroup of A. By a stan-

dard argument (see, for example, [9, p. 306]), K has a single class of involutions.

Since NK(Q) controls the fusion of elements of/?, A^ß) is transitive on the

elements of/?*. Thus lA^ß): ßl > \R\ - 1. Since [NK(R),P] CR, \NK(R):

R\<\R\. Thus, R = Q, contrary to hypothesis.

Thus, we have proved

Proposition 4.26. In a constrained (H, K, L) configuration in which

(i) H is an abelian group whose Sylow 2-subgroup is noncyclic,

(ii) [H, NK(L)] CL,

then either L< K, or K = SL(2, 2a) and |Z/| = \L\ = 201.

5. Completion of the proof of Theorem A. In this section, G is a doubly-

transitive group on X, x E X, Nx< Gx. As usual, Ny is the unique conjugate
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of Ax which lies in Gy. We assume Nx n Ny = 1 if x *y, and Ax # 1, if

.y G X - x. We complete the proof of Theorem A.

By Lemma 3.3, we have a constrained (A£, Nx, Ax) configuration. By

Propositions 4.9 and 4.15, we have either

(1) Nx is a Frobenius group with kernel Kx and Z(KX) n A* ¥= 1, or

(2) A£ is a nonabelian Frobenius complement and a Hall subgroup of Ax.

Moreover, Ax has a normal complement Kx in Ax, or

(3) Nx is abelian.

In both (1) and (2), Kx char A* and K* < Gx. In (1), by Lemma 3.19(i),

Theorem A follows. In (2), by taking Mx a minimal characteristic subgroup of

A* which properly contains Kx, the hypotheses of Lemma 3.19(h) are satisfied

and Theorem A follows. Thus, in the remainder of this section we confine our

attention to the case in which Nx is abelian. Also, as we may replace A* by

any characteristic subgroup Kx with Kx ¥= 1, we may assume that any proper

characteristic subgroup of A* in A* is semiregular on X - x.

Lemma 5.1. // A* has a nonidentity abelian normal subgroup, Theorem A

follows.

Proof. We may take Ax    1 an abelian characteristic p-subgroup of Ax,

and Ax semiregular on X - x.

We first claim that if fe A£ x*y,f¥= l.then CAX(f)=l. Indeed,

by Lemma 3.1, CG(f) C Gy. Thus, CAX(f)QAx = 1.

Thus, it follows that A£ is cyclic and p \ Wx\.

Next, suppose B QNX, B    1. We claim: CAX(B) - 1. Clearly, it suffices

to prove this when B is an /--group for some prime r. Since Ax is cyclic, by

Lemma 3.6, NNX{B) = NNX(NX). Thus,

CAx(-B' = NNx(B> nAX= NNxWP nA*= CA*(NP-

Thus, it suffices to prove CAX(NX) = 1.

Since N% acts on Ax and centralizes Ax, N% normalizes NnX(Nx) and

CAX(NX). Thus, [A£ C^fAp] C Ax. On the other hand, by Lemma 3.5,

WX,N^X{NX)\ CNX. Thus, [N*. CAX(NX)] QAX DAX= 1.

Since CAX(Ny) = 1, it follows that CAX(NX) = 1, and the second claim

follows.

Next we show that Ax is a Hall subgroup of Ax. Let P be a Sylow r-sub-

group of A£, R a Sylow r-subgroup of Ax and Q a Sylow r-subgroup of Ax

normaUzed by P and containing R. Assume QD R.

Then Ai>ö(«1(i>) x Sl^R)) DP R. Since Cp^fyfP) x Q,1(R)) = P-R

and since Sl,(R) < Ape(J2j(P) x £2,(i?)), it follows that all cyclic subgroups

of Sl^P) x J2,(i?) - n,(i?) are conjugate. Since S2,(F) and Sl^R) are conjugate,
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all cyclic subgroups of ^(P) x Sl^R) are conjugate.

But we have seen that no nonidentity elements of Nx and N%,y EX - x,

centralize nonidentity elements of Ax. Hence, J2j(P) x S2j(i?) acts on Ax and

no element of (^(P) x fij(P.))# centralize elements of (Ax)#, a contradiction.

Thus, Ny is a Hall subgroup of AT*.

Now if Nx is of odd order, Theorem A follows by Lemma 3.19(iii). If

\NX\ is even, as Nx is cyclic and contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of A7*, the Sylow

2-subgroup of Nx is cyclic. Thus, by Burnside's transfer theorem and the

Feit-Thompson theorem, Nx is solvable.

Let ff be the set of primes dividing \NX\- Then, 0^(NX)    1 and as

O^QP) n Nx + 1, 0„.„(NX) = Nx. Thus, N* = On.(Nx)Nx.

By the minimality of Nx, Nx is cyclic of prime order, and the hypotheses

of Lemma 3.19(h) hold. Thus, Theorem A follows.

Lemma 5.2. If Wx\ is odd, Theorem A holds.

This follows from Lemma 3.19(iii).

In the remainder we may assume Nx is abelian of even order. By Lem-

ma 5.1, either Theorem A holds, or 0(NX) = 1 and 02(NX) = 1. We assume

0(NX) = 1 and 02(NX) = 1 and derive a contradiction.

Take Kx a minimal characteristic subgroup of Nx. Then Kx is of even

order and if Kx = 1, by Theorem C(ii), 02(KX) # 1, and so 02(NX)   1. Thus,

K?y    1. Thus, by the minimal choice oiNx, Nx = Kx, and Nx is semisimple.

Lemma 53.  The Sylow 2-subgroup ofNx is not cyclic.

Proof. Suppose the Sylow 2-subgroup of A^ is cyclic. Let T(x, y) be

the unique subgroup of Nx of order two. By Lemma 1.8, the family of sets

{rr(x, y)} (with rT(x, y) = FT^X     forms a block design on X preserved by

G. We denote this block design by B.

If y G X - x, let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of A^, R a Sylow 2-subgroup

of A^ and Q a Sylow 2-subgroup of Nx containing R and normalized by P.

Then, Q D R, as Nx is semisimple. So we have a (P, Q, R) configuration. By

Lemma 4.6(i) and (ii), Q is cyclic, dihedral, quasi-dihedral, or generalized quater-

nion. Since Nx is semisimple, Q is dihedral or quasi-dihedral and Nx is simple.

From the structure of Q, NQ(T(x, y)T(y, x)) D Np(T(x, y)T(y, x)), and

so all involutions of T(x, y)T(y, x) — T(x, y) are conjugate. Since T(x, y)

and T(y, x) are conjugate, all involutions of T(x, y)T(y, x) are conjugate in G,

and each has fixed point set rr(x, y).

By the structure of the Sylow 2-subgroups of Nx, Nx has one class of

involutions. Thus, all involutions of Nx fix at least two points.

Next, we note that if / G Nx is an involution, X is the union of blocks
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of B fixed by /. Clearly, x belongs to such a block. If y   x is fixed by /, y E

B(x, y), and B(x, y) is fixed by /. If y is not fixed by /, then y £ B(y, /(y)),

and B(y, /(y)) is fixed by /.

We claim: If / £ Nx is an involution, then / fixes all blocks which contain

jc. By the previous paragraph, it suffices to show that any block fixed by / con-

tains x.

Let B be a block fixed by /. If / fixes a, b EB, j normalizes T(a, b), and

as \T(a, b)\ = 2,j centralizes T(a, b). Since jENx, by Lemma 3.1, T(a, b)

fixes x. Since B = FT^a by x G 5. If / interchanges a, b G 5, / normalizes

T(a, b)T(b, a). Since T(a, b)T(b, a) = Z2 x Z2, j centralizes an involution z

of T\a, b)T(b, a). By Lemma 3.1, z fixes x. Since B is the fixed point set of

z,xGB.

So every involution of Nx fixes all blocks which contain x, By the sim-

plicity of Nx, Nx fixes all blocks which contain x.

But now if B = TT(x, y), Nx fixes the set B and T(x, y) C Nx fixes all

points of B. Since Nx is simple, Nx fixes all points of B, and so at least two

points, a contradiction.

Thus, Nx has noncyclic Sylow 2-subgroup. By Proposition 4.26, either

NX<NX, or Nx = SL(2, 2a), and \NX\ = lA^I = 2a. Since Nx is semisimple,
Nx = 51(2, 2°).

We let B be the block design {TN(u, v)} . Since Nx is a Sylow 2-subgroup

of Nx, by the Frattini argument, Gx = A^TVpA*. If B = TN(x, y), Nc^Nfi

fixes B. It follows that Nx is transitive on the blocks which contain jc. Now

the subgroup of Nx fixing B is NnX(Nx). Thus, there are exactly 1 + 2a blocks

of B containing jc.

Suppose \B\ = 1 + /. By Lemma 1 .l(iii), 1 + / < 1 + 2a, and so / < 2a.

On the other hand, Wgx(^/Nx\ = 2a - 1 and NGx(N^lNx act? without fixed

points on B - jc. Thus, (2a - 1) divides /. It follows that l = 2a -1.

Thus, 1X1 = 1 + (2a - l)(2a + 1) = 22a and \B\ = 2a. It follows that

(X, B) is an affine plane with 2-transitive automorphism group. Hence, G has

a regular normal subgroup by [12]. By Lemma 3.7, we obtain a contradiction,

and hence Theorem A.
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